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Editorial
Happy 2022!

A

nd so 2021 ends. Another pandemic year—our second—is
finally over, and I wish I could
say the same for the pandemic
itself. The discovery of Omicron, another
SARS-CoV-2 variant, at the end of November brings yet more uncertainty.
Omicron, a highly mutated form of the
virus, is expected to cause a surge of infections and become the dominant variant
soon, according to health officials. Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus, director general of
the World Health Organization, said at a
press conference, “Omicron is spreading at
a rate we have not seen with any previous
variant.” But there are suggestions that it
causes less-severe symptoms. Nevertheless,
its emergence put the world on red alert,
and countries have once again closed their
borders and restricted people’s movement.
In my editorial of 1 year ago, I asked,
“Could 2021 possibly be worse [than
2020]?” and the answer has not turned out
to be a resounding no. It’s more of a timid
“2021 has been marginally better,” at least
if you live in the US. There, during 2021,
any adult who wanted to be vaccinated
had access to the vaccine and booster. And
at the end of October, the US Food and
Drug Administration gave an emergency
use authorization for children aged 5 to 11
to also receive the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine—a move that caused parents, caregivers, educators, and school staff to breathe
a big sigh of relief.
Testing has also become more available,
helping prevent the spread of COVID-19
and allowing infected individuals to seek
treatment earlier, reducing the need for
hospitalizations.
This year was also marked by a job
market full of ups and downs. The hiring
freezes we saw in 2020 are long gone, and
industries such as transportation, leisure
and hospitality, manufacturing, and others
have rebounded. But people are also resigning from their jobs in record numbers—a
phenomenon dubbed the Great Resignation
or the Big Quit that is being attributed to
pandemic-related burnout, aversion to
returning to the office after almost 2 years
of working remotely, and a shift in workers’ priorities and values toward improved
work-life balance and greater flexibility.
In summary, during 2021, the headlines

were once again dominated by the pandemic just as they had been in 2020. As is
traditional, at C&EN we have dedicated
our last two issues of the year to look back
on the preceding 12 months and reexamine the most significant and interesting
developments in chemistry. Some are
COVID-19 related, but many are not, and I
invite you to take a look.
For example, in our Year in Pharma
issue, which was published Dec. 6, we review new applications of messenger RNA
technology that received investment in
2021, as well as new and promising types
of therapies, such as psychedelic drugs
and gene-editing technologies, that C&EN
will be watching in the months and years
to come.
In C&EN’s Year in Chemistry issue, we
cover the research trends we observed in
2021 (page 38) and highlight a selection of
the delightful discoveries that caught the
eyes of C&EN editors (page 36). We also
asked a group of experts to look ahead to
2022 and provide an analysis of what to
watch for (page 46). And, as is now traditional, we include a rundown of “the coolest compounds unrelated to COVID-19”
that were reported in 2021 (page 32).
C&EN’s selection of the molecules of
the yearis a compilation of the most interesting compounds that made it into the
scientific literature in the past 12 months.
For the past few weeks, readers have had
the opportunity to review the selection
and vote for their favorite. Infinitene, a
molecule made up of 12 fused benzene
rings, became the top choice, obtaining
nearly 39% of the votes.
Please note that this is the last issue of
2021. We are taking a short break—you’ll
next hear from us Jan. 3.
On behalf of C&EN, best wishes for a
happy and healthy 2022.

Editor in chief
@BibianaCampos

Views expressed on this page are those of the author and not necessarily those of ACS.
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Reactions
▸ Letters to the editor
Are journal authors
customers?
I recently made a routine inquiry about a
manuscript I had submitted to an American
Chemical Society journal. I soon received
back an email from Customer Services and
Information, which is apparently part of
ACS Publications support, assigning my
inquiry a case number. At exactly the same
time, I received an email asking me to fill
out a customer satisfaction survey. What I
find alarming is that I am now referred to
as a “customer.” When did authors of scientific papers submitted to peer-reviewed
journals become “customers”? Does ACS
now think of authors as “customers” to
whom they can sell their “products”?
Not to be too curmudgeonly, but the
same trend is apparent in academia. At

Corrections

▸ Sept. 27, 2021, page 43: The
ACS News story on the American
Chemical Society National Awards
misstates Justin J. Wilson’s middle
initial. It is J., not I.
▸ Nov. 29, 2021, page 18: The
feature story about using RNA for
crop protection misrepresents an
aspect of GreenLight Biosciences’
production process. The firm does
use fermentation to make enzymes
and plasmids, but its main production
process occurs outside a living
cell and is not, as the story states,
considered fermentation. In addition,
the story incorrectly says that RNA
degrades into amino acids. RNA
contains no amino acids.

the end of each semester, the students are
asked to fill out a survey about the teaching ability of the instructor whose course
they have just finished. At least at my
university, we do not yet call the students
“customers,” but I can see the day coming.
It seems to me that scientific publishing and university teaching are not fields
that can be evaluated by surveying the
“customers.”

Ronald A. Hites
Bloomington, Indiana

Join the conversation.
facebook.com/CENews
@cenmag
@cenmag

How to reach us
Chemical & Engineering News
Letters to the Editor

▸ Ouremail address is edit.cen@acs.org.
▸ Letters should generally be 400 words or fewer and
should include the writer’s full name, address, and home
telephone; letters and online comments may be edited
for purposes of clarity and space. Because of the heavy
volume of mail received at C&EN, writers are limited to one
letter in a 3-month period.

Subscriptions

Send all new and renewal subscriptions and requests for
subscription rates to ACS, Dept. L-0011, Columbus, OH
43268-0011.
▸ Changes of address, claims for missing issues, subscription orders, status of records, and accounts should
be directed to Manager, Member & Subscriber Services,
ACS, P.O. Box 3337, Columbus, OH 43210; telephone
800-333-9511 or 614-447-3776; or send an email to
service@acs.org.

Advertising
▸ For advertising information and opportunities, go to
cen.acs.org/advertise. For advertising rates, contact
Stephanie Holland at s_holland@acs.org. For the editorial calendar, please visit acsmediakit.org/editorial-cal.

ACS 2020 IRS Form 990 available
The American Chemical Society’s 2020 IRS Form 990 is now available on the
ACS website. To access the information, go to www.acs.org/acsirsform990. Please
scroll toward the bottom of the page to access the 2020 form and related Guide to
Schedule J for explanatory information regarding ACS executive compensation. If you
have any access problems, please contact service@acs.org.
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Concentrates
Chemistry news from the week

▸ Highlights
4′-Fluorouridine fights SARS-CoV-2 in ferrets
Stretchy diodes
Glionitrins synthesized for the first time
New organic glow-in-the-dark materials
Lithium producers show interest in the US
Trade group expects US chemical rebound in 2022
California court orders end to sulfoxaflor use
US Senate confirms Chemical Safety Board nominees
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14
16
19
22
23

ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY

Researchers track potentially toxic
chemical derivatives in city air
as persistent in the environment as their
computational models that predict the
Flame-retardant chemicals found in city
parents. Depending on the parent moleenvironmental risks of each compound.
air around the world can transform into a
soup of derivatives that are predicted to be Combining the approaches is “a very smart cule, between 24 and 89% of each OPFR’s
transformation products were predicted to
idea,” says environmental chemist Marta
more toxic and more persistent than their
be more toxic than their progenitor. “I’m
Venier of Indiana University, who was not
parent compounds.
not that surprised, unfortunately,” Venier
involved in the new work.
That’s the conclusion of a study of
says. “The fact that [OPFRs] degrade into
Liggio’s team applied this framework
organophosphate ester flame retardants
chemicals that are potentially even more
to study nine OPFRs used in products
(OPFRs) that relies on a new framework
toxic—it’s concerning.”
such as upholstered furniture. Evidence
for assessing the risks of commercial
Over many years, such transformasuggests that some OPFRs may be carchemicals (Nature 2021, DOI: 10.1038/
tion products may contribute to a wider
cinogenic or neurotoxic, and they are
s41586-021-04134-6). This three-step
health burden posed by hundreds of other
widespread in the environment (Environ.
framework—which combines laboratory
airborne molecules, according to Venier.
Sci. Technol. Lett. 2019, DOI: 10.1021/acs.
studies, environmental screening, and
“You have to think about it in the long
estlett.9b00582).
computer modeling—could be applied to
term and the fact that we are exposed conThe researchers found that the OPFRs
other groups of mass-produced chemicals.
tinuously,” she says. “This is only a very
could form 186 photooxidation products.
Through reactions with light, oxygen,
small part of the puzzle—when you add
Of these, they identified 10 that appeared
and other pathways, molecules in air can
it all up, you’re really living in a chemical
in every sample of air from 18 cities
spawn a range of transformation products
soup.”
around the world.
that may have properties that are very
Air from London and New York conComputational modeling predicted
different from those of their parent. Yet
tained the highest concentration of
that the transformation products of chlothese products are rarely factored into the
transformation products, totaling around
rinated OPFRs were on average 2.5 times
risk assessments that underpin chemical
12 ng/m3, similar to that of
regulation programs such as
the US Toxic Substances Conthe parent compounds. Liggio
trol Act (TSCA), often because
acknowledges that these are
so little is known about the
trace amounts, and it’s unclear
derivatives.
whether they pose a health
To address this, study
risk. But by identifying the
coleader John Liggio of Envimost worrisome of the transronment and Climate Change
formation products, he says,
Canada and his colleagues use a
researchers can prioritize these
flow reactor to generate photomolecules for more rigorous
oxidation products from a comtoxicology testing in the lab.
mercial chemical. They then
Liggio and his colleagues
identify and quantify those denow plan to apply their
rivatives with high-resolution
framework to chemicals intromass spectrometry and look for Air samples from 18 cities around the world all contained
duced as alternatives to the
them in real-world air samples.
controversial plastic additive
transformation products of organophosphate ester flame
Finally, the researchers feed all
retardants. Many of the transformation products were predicted bisphenol A.—MARK PEPLOW,
these data into well-established to be more toxic and persistent than their parent molecules.
special to C&EN
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C R E D I T: NAT UR E

Risk assessment of organophosphate ester flame retardants combines
laboratory studies, environmental screening, and computer modeling

Science Concentrates
COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY

Machine learning solves a
long-standing DFT problem

CR E DI T: DE E P M I N D/C& E N

A neural network predicts electron sharing more
accurately than equations written by humans
Chemists use density functional theory
(DFT) methods, approximations of the exact distribution of a molecule’s electrons,
to make accurate and computationally efficient models of molecules and materials.
But there are well-known circumstances
in which DFT tools fail, such as predicting
how atoms share an electron’s charge.
Errors arise because DFT equations
are scientists’ approximations of physical
reality. Researchers associated with Alphabet’s DeepMind machine-learning project
say their neural network eliminates that
electron error and makes predictions that
are more accurate than those of traditional
DFT methods (Science 2021, DOI: 10.1126/
science.abj6511).
The group trained its neural network
on data about the properties of small,

main-group models and on imaginary systems that contain fractions of electrons
that previous work had theorized might
help resolve the familiar DFT failures (Science 2008, DOI: 10.1126/science.115872).
They then used the resulting neural
network, called DeepMind21 (DM21) to
predict electron distributions for test molecules. DM21 made more-accurate calculations than standard DFT programs did for
these test systems, which included an adenine-thymine DNA base pair and a chain
of hydrogen atoms. In some cases, DM21’s
calculations came close to those resulting
from much more computationally intensive
methods—the gold standard for comparison but impractical for everyday use.
DeepMind researcher James Kirkpatrick
says the standard DFT approach is for a

The DeepMind21 neural network is better
than traditional DFT models at predicting
how molecules share electron density
(blue), as in this DNA base pair.
computational chemist to write a system
of equations incorporating a few known
mathematical properties of molecules.
Those limited constraints lead to errors.
The neural network, on the other hand,
is simply interpolating a set of equations
from the data it has seen without any preconceived ideas about mathematical properties of molecules.
With the new work, the researchers
have proved the success of that approach,
says John P. Perdew, a Temple University
physicist whose work over several decades
has laid the foundations for progress on
DFT methods.—SAM LEMONICK
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Science Concentrates
BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY

Mating mechanism diversifies
synthetic libraries
Reshuffling library members can quickly
lead to better binders of protein targets
Using DNA to encode synthetic compound
libraries makes it easy to identify library
members with desired properties, such
as affinity for a target molecule, using a
screening assay. But the power of Darwinian selection hasn’t been harnessed for
such synthetic libraries. Researchers have
now come up with a “mating” mechanism
for synthetic libraries that is conceptually
similar to the recombination that happens
in sexual reproduction (Nat. Chem. 2021,
DOI: 10.1038/s41557-021-00829-5). The
mechanism shuffles library members to
generate combinations not in the original
library and could help researchers find
new inhibitors or drugs.
Nicolas Winssinger and coworkers at
the University of Geneva used the mating mechanism to combine two smaller
libraries into a diverse library of peptide
assemblies that helped the researchers
identify candidates that bind a target protein—in this case, one important for understanding cancer. Following each round
of selection, the best-performing library
members can be broken into components
that are copied and recombined to form
new assemblies that weren’t present in the
first round.
The libraries consist of peptides attached
to DNA strands that identify the peptide

10,000-member nucleic
acid—peptide library

Peptide loop

“Mating”

10,000-member nucleic
acid—peptide library

when sequenced and hold it in a
Library of 100 million supramolecular assemblies
loop conformation. In this sense,
the DNA serves as both a label
Selection on
immobilized
and a structural component of the assemprotein target
bly. The researchers screen the library to
find members that bind a target molecule
with affinity above a certain threshold. The
structural DNA strands associated with
each loop in the selected assemblies can be Fittest supramolecular assemblies
copied separately and reshuffled to create
new structures, which undergo iterative
“Mating” two nucleic acid–peptide
rounds of selection until the assembly with
libraries can quickly lead to better binders
the highest affinity is generated.
of a target.
“The interesting thing of the mating
ogy Lausanne who develops methods for
mechanism is that the best molecule
synthesizing and screening large libraries
doesn’t need to be in the starting library
of cyclic peptides, says it makes sense
to be selected through iterative rounds,”
to apply such shuffling approaches to
Winssinger says.
DNA-encoded libraries. “Although DNA
The researchers demonstrated the use
encoding allows generating and screening
of their new approach by selecting library
large libraries of compounds (millions or
members that bind a protein called programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1) and block even billions of compounds), the theoretical sequence space (all compounds that
its interaction with programmed death
can in theory be generated combinatoriprotein 1 (PD-1), a cell surface receptor
ally) is much larger, and it would never be
on T cells that helps control immune repossible to make and screen all of them,”
sponses. The geometry of the interaction
between PD-L1 and PD-1 is such that it can Heinis writes in an email. “An approach in
which new molecules are generated during
be mimicked by the peptide loops in the
the iterative selection process, using the
library members.
‘mating’ principle, is thus very interestChristian Heinis, a chemical biologist
ing.”—CELIA ARNAUD
at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technol-

DRUG DISCOVERY

The ribonucleoside analog 4'-fluorouridine
treats infections of SARS-CoV-2, the virus
that causes COVID-19, in ferrets and treats
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) infections
in mice. The compound can be taken orally,
and if it is effective in people, it could add
to the growing antiviral arsenal.
4′-Fluorouridine targets the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase in RNA viruses—the
same enzyme targeted by Merck’s oral
antiviral molnupiravir, which was recently
granted emergency use authorization by
the US Food and Drug Administration. But
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4′-fluorouridine’s mechanism is distinct
from molnupiravir’s, says Georgia State
University’s Richard K. Plemper, who led
the research on the new antiviral. While
molnupiravir introduces errors in the viral
replication process, which leads to mutants
of the virus that aren’t viable, 4′-fluorouridine causes the polymerase to stall so the
virus’s genome doesn’t get copied (Science
2021, DOI: 10.1126/science.abj5508).
Molnupiravir must be taken twice daily, but Plemper’s team found in animal
studies that 4′-fluorouridine was effective

with a single daily dose. Less frequent
dosing could boost compliance, the researchers say.
In tests with ferrets, 4′-fluorouridine was
effective at fighting SARS-CoV-2 12 hours
after initial infection with the virus. The
disease progresses faster in ferrets than it
does in humans, Plemper says, so 12 hours
in ferrets should correspond to several days
postinfection in people. In tests with mice,
4′-fluorouridine treated RSV infections up
to 24 hours after infection.—BETHANY

HALFORD

C R E D I T: A DA PT ED F RO M N AT. C H EM .

4′-Fluorouridine fights SARS-CoV-2 in ferrets

Antenna

ELECTRONIC MATERIALS

Stretchy diodes deliver
wireless communication

CR E DI T: N AT U R E

Researchers have made the first radio
frequency diodes for conformable electronics
Over the past decade, researchers have
made many skin-like medical and environmental sensors. But adding stretchable
wireless communication circuits to these
sensors has been difficult. Those radio frequency (RF) circuits rely on diodes, semiconductor devices that help convert AC
power to DC power, working at megahertz
frequencies.
Researchers have now made the first
stretchable high-frequency RF diode (Nature 2021, DOI: 10.1038/s41586-021-040536). It could enable conformable sensors
and radio frequency identification (RFID)
tags—small electronic labels used to track
objects—that can wirelessly receive or
send signals.
Zhenan Bao, the Stanford University
chemical engineer who led the new work,
has made other stretchable devices, but

stretchy diodes proved to be both a materials and an engineering challenge, she says.
Diodes contain a semiconductor sandwiched between electrodes and current
collectors. “Electrodes and semiconductors that can pass a high current and also
tolerate high mechanical deformation
didn’t exist, so we had to invent those
materials,” Bao says. In addition, the team
added films of gold and silver at the anode
and cathode to ensure charge movement
to the current collectors. As a demonstration, the researchers coupled the diode to
an antenna printed from gallium-indium
ink, a strain sensor printed from carbon
nanotube ink, and a stretchable, colored
pixel made from a polymer sandwiching a
solid electrolyte. The antenna wirelessly
receives energy that the diode converts
into a DC voltage to power the device. The

Diode
Pixel

Strain sensor

10 mm

A novel, stretchy high-frequency diode
helps this device receive energy wirelessly.
resistance across the strain sensor changes
when the sensor is stretched, increasing
the voltage applied to the pixel and causing it to gradually get darker. The concept
could be used to make wireless stretchable
temperature or pressure sensors or other
types of devices, such as stretchable LEDs,
solar cells, and transistors.
Kuan Sun, a materials scientist and
engineer at Chongqing University, says
the stretchable diodes’ long-term stability
needs to be investigated further, as silver
ions can diffuse under an electric field. But
he says the device shows superior performance and “should help bridge wearable
electronics with wireless communications.”—PRACHI PATEL, special to C&EN
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Science Concentrates
CATALYSIS

Glionitrins synthesized for the first time
Reaction forges tricky carbon-sulfur bond
in antibacterial and anticancer molecules
The newly reported total synthesis of
(–)-glionitrin A and B—a pair of molecules
that have antibacterial and anticancer
properties—could open fresh routes
to a whole family of biologically active
compounds (J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2021, DOI:
10.1021/jacs.1c10364).
The molecules were discovered about
13 years ago in a water sample from an
abandoned coal mine and are produced by
a fungus (J. Nat. Prod. 2009, DOI: 10.1021/
np800606e). It’s difficult to make the
glionitrins by fermentation, however, and
researchers have struggled to produce
enough of the molecules to study their
biological activities.
The molecules also posed a tough
challenge for synthetic chemists. Both
glionitrins include a crowded ring—a
dithiodiketopiperazine—that contains two
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CH3
H3C S
S
NO2
NO2
O S N
O
N
N
N
H3C
H3C
O
O
OH
OH
(–)-Glionitrin A
(–)-Glionitrin B

asymmetric carbon atoms bonded
to sulfur atoms. In (–)-glionitrin
A, these sulfurs form a bridge
across the ring. “They’re beautiful, but from a synthetic perspective it’s
not obvious how you would create this
motif,” says Daniel Strand of Lund University, who led the synthesis.
His team developed a new reaction to
form that first carbon-sulfur bond that relies on a chiral N-thiosuccinimide reagent
and an asymmetric organocatalyst. The
reaction works at gram scale and room
temperature in about 15 min.
With the first C–S bond in place, it was
relatively straightforward to use other
reactions to position the second C–S bond
and then connect the sulfurs. The entire
eight-step synthesis made (–)-glionitrin A
with an overall yield of 15%, and its sulfur

S

bridge was easily broken to generate
(–)-glionitrin B.
“It’s great work,” says Olivier Baudoin
of the University of Basel, who has also
worked on dithiodiketopiperazine natural
products (J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2019, DOI:
10.1021/jacs.9b09359). “These are deceptively simple small molecules that are
extremely difficult to make, and this study
will allow further investigation of their
biological properties.”
The researchers also used the reaction
to produce six other molecules containing
dithiodiketopiperazine rings, structures
that are the basis of various natural products.—MARK PEPLOW, special to C&EN

MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY

Bismuth binds peptides to
make bioactive bicycles

NH2

NH2

Metal-thiol complexes offer simpler
way to screen bicyclic peptides
Researchers led by Christoph Nitsche at
Australian National University have invented a new way to bend linear peptides
into a bicyclic form by using a bismuth
ion to tether thiol groups along a peptide’s backbone (Angew. Chem. Int. Ed.
2021, DOI: 10.1002/anie.202113857). The
method could simplify efforts to screen
bicyclic peptides’ interactions with proteins. Thanks to bismuth’s low toxicity,
the complexes may also prove to be useful
therapeutic agents.
Bicyclic peptide structures contain two
loops. This constrained shape means they
behave like antibodies in miniature, tightly
attaching to specific target proteins. But
the small peptides can pass through tissue
and cell membranes more easily than antibodies can, and their shape helps them
resist degradation in the body better than

NH
linear peptides. Several bicyclic peptides are already
H2N N
H
in clinical trials.
Researchers typically
make bicyclic peptides by
H2N
reacting a linear peptide with a
small organic scaffold molecule.
The scaffold molecules sometimes form
unwanted bonds, however, and also allow
some flexibility in the peptide’s structure
that can reduce its targeting ability.
Nitsche’s team uses a bismuth(III) ion as
a much smaller scaffold. The ion exclusively binds to thiols, pulling the peptide into
tightly constrained loops that should be
more rigid than previous bicyclic peptides.
The researchers screened 18 different
bismuth bicycles against key proteases
that are essential for the replication of
Zika and West Nile viruses. One of the

O

HN

NH H
N

NH

HN
O
O

NH

O

O

HN
N
H HN

O

NH2

O

S
O

N
H HN

H HN
N

Bi
S
O

S
O

O
NH2

O

NH2

bicyclic peptides (shown) inhibited viral
proteases very effectively.
The Bi(III) ion scaffold offers a simpler route to bicyclic peptides, says Kate
Jolliffe at the University of Sydney, who
was not involved in the research. “In this
case, they can just make the linear peptide
and throw some bismuth in, and actually
get a really quick comparison of their
activities,” she says. “That’s the beauty of
the technique.”—MARK PEPLOW, special

to C&EN
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Science Concentrates
▸ Tritiation tricks with
thianthrenium salts

O

To study how drugs and drug candidates
behave in biological systems, scientists
often replace a hydrogen atom in a compound of interest with an atom of the
isotope tritium, which acts as a radioactive beacon. Chemists led by Tobias
Ritter at the Max Planck Institute for
Kohlenforschung report a new tritium-installation method that sidesteps
challenges associated with other methods
for tritiation (Nature 2021, DOI: 10.1038/
s41586-021-04007-y). The reaction capitalizes on the reactivity of thianthrenium
salts, which Ritter’s team reported in 2019.
Chemists can selectively place thianthrenium salts in the
para position
O
O O
H
of aromatS
N
ic groups.
N N
H O
The thianthrenium
group can then be
replaced with tritium
via hydrogenolysis
3H
using a homoge[3H]LHVS
neous palladium catalyst and tritium gas. Although chemists
have previously used hydrogenolysis to
place tritium in molecules, they typically
relied on heterogeneous catalysts—such
as palladium on a carbon support—to do
so. Heterogeneous catalysts tend to be
less selective than homogeneous catalysts in hydrogenolysis reactions and can
react with other groups, such as halides
or nitriles, on complex molecules. Ritter’s
team used the reaction to tack tritium
onto several complex molecules, including the antiparasitic compound LHVS.
The new tritiation reaction doesn’t require an inert atmosphere or dry conditions, which makes it easy to execute, the
chemists say.—BETHANY HALFORD

PROTEOMICS

▸ LUX-MS identifies
interacting molecules
on cell surfaces
Proteins on the surfaces of cells act as
gateways between the cell and its surroundings. The interactions of these
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PHOTONICS

Air-stable organic glowin-the-dark materials
The future of organic glow-in-the-dark materials is shining brightly now
thanks to a study reporting a way to make the easily processed, low-cost
materials stable in air (Nat. Mater. 2021, DOI: 10.1038/s41563-021-01150-9).
Commercial materials that
exhibit the glowing effect
known as long-persistent
luminescence (LPL) typically include metal oxides
and rare earth metals. These
materials, which put the
glow in glow-in-the-dark
watch faces, tend to require
high-temperature processing and must be ground into
fine particles and dispersed
in solvents or polymers for
use in applications. Organic
LPL materials are metal-free,
readily soluble, and easily
processed in liquid solvents.
Applications for glow-in-the-dark
Those properties make the
materials could expand thanks to
materials easy to put into
versions made entirely from organic
paints, polymers, and fabrics
compounds.
for use in emergency signs,
safety apparel, and other products. Compared with their inorganic counterparts, however, organic LPL materials have tended to glow weakly and
become dim quickly, especially upon exposure to air. Now a team including
Chihaya Adachi of Kyushu University and Ryota Kabe of the Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology reports organic LPL materials that glow
for more than 1 h in air. The new materials consist of neutral semiconducting electron donors (carbazols and benzimidazols) and cationic electron
acceptors (pyrylium compounds). Unlike earlier organic LPL systems, in
which light emission is mediated by electron-based charge transfer, the
new materials do the job by shuttling positively charged species, which resist oxidation. The materials also include a third component—nitrogen and
sulfur-based positive-charge-trapping units—which helps them glow even
longer.—MITCH JACOBY

proteins with one another and with their
ligands can be difficult to determine.
A team led by Bernd Wollscheid of the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
(ETH), Zurich, and the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics has developed a
light-controlled method called LUX-MS
that enables the researchers to identify
proteins and ligands that are close to one
another on cell surfaces (Nat. Commun.
2021, DOI: 10.1038/s41467-021-27280-x).
LUX-MS works with a wider variety of
ligands than previous methods do. The
researchers couple ligands, such as antibodies, peptides, or small molecules, to
thiorhodamine, which serves as a singlet

oxygen generator when irradiated with
light from a light-emitting diode. The singlet oxygen oxidizes certain amino acids,
such as histidine, in nearby proteins. Proteins farther away are not oxidized. The
researchers add a biotin handle to the
oxidized amino acids. The biotin enables
those proteins to be captured for subsequent mass spectrometric analysis. The
researchers used the method to identify
proteins that interact with antibodies,
peptides such as insulin, and small biomolecules and drugs. They also labeled
bacteria-targeting viruses and determined
which proteins on the cell surface the viruses interact with.—CELIA ARNAUD

C R E D I T: KYUS H U UN I V E RS I TY

SYNTHESIS

Business Concentrates
ENERGY STORAGE

Lithium producers
show interest in the US
Companies are betting on high prices and
auto industry desire for local supplies
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prices and better lithium-production
technology.
And in November, EnergySource Minerals received approval from a local planning
commission to extract lithium from brine
at a geothermal plant in the Salton Sea.
The company expects to start construction on its facility in 2022 and begin operations in 2024.

Albemarle is doubling brine-extraction
capacity at this lithium facility in Silver
Peak, Nevada.
Edward Anderson, CEO of TRU Group,
a firm that provides consulting services
for lithium projects, says he’s not optimistic about the prospects for direct lithium
extraction, which he calls an unproved
technology.
“We don’t have a direct-extraction technology that, to my mind, is anywhere near
commercialization,” he says.
If companies working in the US can increase lithium production, Benchmark Mineral analyst Cameron Perks says, there’s
a chance they’ll be able to compete with
operations in other countries. He says electric vehicle manufacturers aiming to reduce
their carbon footprint may view US lithium
as more environmentally friendly.
“Beggars can’t be choosers in the short
term,” Perks says. “Over the next few
years, they’re going to have to just find
[lithium] wherever they can. But long
term, maybe they’ll be able to choose
a bit more in terms of environmental
connotations.”—MATT BLOIS

C R E D I T:
T A LB EM A R LE

Strong demand for lithium, used to make
batteries for electric vehicles, is increasing
interest in extracting the mineral within
the US.
The lithium price index of the consulting firm Benchmark Mineral Intelligence
is up about 240% since the beginning of
the year. In November, the Chilean lithium
chemical maker SQM reported that profits from its lithium business more than
doubled during the first 9 months of 2021
compared with the same period in 2020.
The company expects lithium prices to be
even higher in the fourth quarter.
“These results were driven by considerably higher sales volumes and prices,”
SQM CEO Ricardo Ramos said on a conference call. “Demand in lithium markets
is exceeding our previous expectations.”
The US gets most of its lithium from
South America, where it is produced
cheaply by pumping lithium-rich brines
into large ponds and letting them
evaporate.
Some US automakers want a domestic
source to protect their battery supply
chains. In July, GM invested in Controlled
Thermal Resources’ lithium project in California’s Salton Sea, and Tesla owns lithium clay deposits in Nevada. That concern,
paired with high prices, is spurring other
lithium development projects in the US.
Albemarle is currently the only company producing basic lithium chemicals
in the US. The specialty chemical maker
plans to double extraction capacity at its
site in Silver Peak, Nevada, by 2025.
Earlier this month, Standard Lithium
raised $100 million from Koch Strategic
Platforms to help fund a direct-lithium
extraction project in southwest Arkansas.
Rather than using evaporation ponds,
direct lithium extraction chemically removes lithium from brine and pumps the
leftover water back to the aquifer.
The investment follows Anson Resources’ decision last month to conduct
a feasibility study for a lithium plant
in Utah. The company says the move
was motivated by the rise in lithium

ELECTRONIC MATERIALS

Entegris will acquire
CMC in $6.5 billion deal
Entegris has struck a deal to acquire CMC
Materials in a transaction valued at about
$6.5 billion.
CMC, which until last year was known
as Cabot Microelectronics, is the world’s
leading producer of chemical mechanical
planarization (CMP) slurries, used to
smooth the surfaces of circuit-laden silicon wafers between semiconductor chip
fabrication steps. It has annual sales of
about $1.2 billion.
Entegris has annual sales of about
$2.1 billion of both equipment and chemicals used in chip production. In announcing
the deal, Entegris CEO Bertrand Loy said
the combination will create “the industry’s
most comprehensive and innovative endto-end electronic materials offering.”
Mike Corbett, a managing partner at
the electronic materials consulting firm
Linx Consulting, says the purchase will
make Entegris a top-five player, by sales,
in materials and gases for semiconductor
wafer fabrication, along with Linde, Air

Liquide, DuPont, and Merck KGaA.
Moreover, Corbett says, Entegris’s
materials portfolio will be both diverse
and positioned at the advanced end of the
technology spectrum, where semiconductor industry customers are innovating.
“They will be invited into more technical
development programs,” he says.
In a presentation to stock analysts,
Loy provided an example of how the two
companies will fit together. Entegris produces organometallic precursor chemicals
that are deposited onto chip surfaces via
chemical vapor deposition or atomic layer
deposition, creating ultrathin films. CMC
supplies the slurries and polishing pads
needed to smooth those films to be ultraflat. Entegris comes back into the process
with slurry containers and filtration devices, as well as post-CMP cleaning chemicals, filters, and brushes.
Overall, Corbett estimates, Entegris will
have a 25% share of the global CMP consumables market.—MICHAEL MCCOY

SPECIALTY CHEMICALS

Saint-Gobain to buy
GCP for $2.3 billion
Continuing consolidation in the construction chemical field, the French building materials firm Saint-Gobain has agreed to pay
$2.3 billion for GCP Applied Technologies,
which spun off from W. R. Grace in 2016.
GCP makes concrete additives, as well
as sheet and spray-on barriers to control
water, air, and vapor diffusion. The company reported earnings of $101 million last
year on sales of $903 million; it has 50 factories and 1,800 employees. Saint-Gobain
says the deal will create a construction
chemical unit with annual sales of over
$4.5 billion.
Saint-Gobain bought Chryso, another
maker of concrete additives, in September.
The acquisitions have complementary
geographic reaches, Saint-Gobain says, and
offer products that lower concrete’s carbon
footprint—an issue of increasing emphasis
in the construction industry.
Saint-Gobain will merge GCP’s barrier
unit with related products under the CertainTeed brand. Overall, the French firm

says it can shave $85 million in annual costs
by eliminating sales and administration
overlaps.
The deal follows BASF’s 2020 sale of its
construction chemicals unit and an agreement last month by the building product
company Sika to buy that unit, now called
MBCC Group, for $5.9 billion.
The Chryso purchase, along with other
moves in construction chemicals, places Saint-Gobain in direct competition
with Sika. That will be even more true
after Saint-Gobain absorbs GCP, says Ian
George, a chemical group managing director at the investment banking firm Piper
Sandler.
The GCP and MBCC sales reflect the
trend of construction chemical firms’ becoming part of building product companies,
George says. But GCP was one of the last
large bolt-on acquisitions available, he adds,
and it will be interesting to see how M&A
plays out among the long tail of smaller
firms.—CRAIG BETTENHAUSEN
DECEMBER 13/20, 2021 | CEN.ACS.ORG | C&EN
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Business Concentrates
ECONOMY

Trade group expects US
chemical rebound in 2022
Chemical industry might take off if it is
able to leave logistical woes behind
“You have this big surge of demand,
Supply chain constraints in 2021 dampand the existing supply chain networks
ened what should have been a healthy
are inadequate to meet
recovery from the 2020
that demand,” ACC chief
pandemic doldrums for
economist Martha Moore
the US chemical sector.
told reporters at a Dec. 7
But the logistics snarls
press conference to dismay be easing, meaning
cuss the report.
that next year should
In addition, certain
be when an unfettered
Increase in US chemical
industries had their own
industry rebounds
production in 2021
troubles. A winter freeze
strongly, according to
in Texas earlier this year
a year-end report from
and storms, including
the American Chemistry
Hurricane Ida in August,
Council (ACC), a trade
sidelined oil, gas, and petgroup.
Expected increase in US
rochemical operations for
US chemical producchemical production in 2022 months.
tion volumes fell 3.5%
And one big chemical
in 2020, the year the
Source: American Chemistry Council
user—the auto
COVID-19 pandemic
industry—has had difficulty getting
shut down broad swaths of the economy
moving again because of shortages of
for months, including key chemical marmicrochips it needs to build cars. US
kets such as car manufacturing. The ACC
automakers sold 15.3 million vehicles
expects the industry to finish 2021 with
in 2021, an
improvement over
the 14.5 million
sold the year
before but still
below 2019’s
17.0 million.
Moore noted
encouraging supply
chain trends, such
as increased chemical-tanker traffic
through the Port of
Houston. “We are
seeing signs that
things are starting
to loosen up,” she
said.
But if they
US auto production rebounded in 2021, though not to the level
don’t, the rosy
of 2019.
forecast for 2022
could be in jeopardy. “There is a risk
production growth of 1.4% and expand by
that those supply chain constraints
a robust 4.3% in 2022.
continue to present headwinds to any
The council forecast a year ago that the
number of industries,” Moore said. Other
industry would enjoy a 3.9% rebound in
risks include a new surge of COVID-19
2021, but the economy has faced issues
cases from coronavirus strains like
such as congested ports and shortages of
Omicron.—ALEX TULLO
truck drivers and other workers.

Forecast

C R E D I T: EVG E NI I E ME LI A N OV/
S H U TT E RSTO C K

1.4%
4.3%
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Business Concentrates
PHARMACEUTICALS

▸ ExxonMobil buys
resin firm Materia
ExxonMobil Chemical has acquired
Materia, a company formed by California
Institute of Technology professor Robert
Grubbs to make thermoset resins using
the science for which he won the 2005
Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Materia uses
ruthenium catalysts to carry out olefin
metathesis, a customizable reaction that
breaks carbon-carbon double bonds and
forms new ones. The firms say Materia’s
materials are lighter, stronger, and more
durable than epoxies, vinyl esters, and
polyesters.—CRAIG BETTENHAUSEN

GREENHOUSE GASES

▸ Monolith, Goodyear
collaborate on tires
Goodyear Tire & Rubber has signed an
agreement to evaluate Monolith’s carbon black as a reinforcement for tires.

Monolith
says its
facility
will be the
largest
carbon
black plant
in the US.
Monolith
uses pyrolysis at its plant in Hallam, Nebraska, to turn
methane into carbon black and hydrogen
without generating by-product CO2. Monolith will begin next year building a much
larger facility in Hallam that will have
194,000 metric tons (t) per year of carbon
black and 275,000 t of ammonia capacity
when it opens in 2025. Monolith says it expects to provide Goodyear with one-third
of the plant’s output.—ALEX TULLO

BIOBASED CHEMICALS

▸ Avantium moves
ahead on FDCA plant
Avantium is going ahead with plans to
build a furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA)
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Pfizer to acquire biotech
firm Arena for $6.7 billion
Seeking to add firepower to its efforts to develop autoimmune disease
drugs, Pfizer will acquire Arena Pharmaceuticals for about $6.7 billion. Arena’s portfolio includes several development-stage drug candidates, including lead candidate etrasimod, an oral, selective
sphingosine 1-phosphate
O
NH
receptor modulator currently in Phase 3 clinical
trials for ulcerative colitis
F3C
OH
and a Phase 2/3 trial for
Etrasimod
O
Crohn’s disease. Analysts
say the deal will boost Pfizer’s pipeline in inflammation and immunology
drugs and diversify the firm beyond Janus kinase inhibitors, inflammation
drugs that have come under increasing scrutiny. The US Food and Drug
Administration requires new heart safety and cancer warnings for several
drugs in the category, including one from Pfizer. Pfizer’s agreement to pay
$100 per share for Arena, double its previous closing price, is reasonable,
especially given prospects for etrasimod, according to a note from stock analysts at Mizuho Securities. The price premium is mitigated by Pfizer’s profits from the COVID-19 vaccine it developed in partnership with BioNTech,
the Mizuho analysts write.—RICK MULLIN

plant in Delfzijl, the Netherlands, after
securing $100 million in financing for
the facility. FDCA is reacted with ethylene glycol to make polyethylene furanoate, a polyester with strong barrier
properties. Avantium will make FDCA
from high-fructose syrup and is lining
up customers that will use the resulting
polymer. Avantium may have competition
from the recently launched US start-up
ReSource Chemical, which plans to make
FDCA from nonfood biomass and carbon
dioxide.—ALEX TULLO

GREENHOUSE GASES

▸ Carbon capture with
enzymes targeted
The industrial enzyme firm Novozymes
will work with the oil field services company Saipem to improve carbonic anhydrase as a carbon-capture vehicle. The
partners want to increase the enzyme’s
performance and durability. Carbonic
anhydrase catalyzes the conversion of
CO2 and water into carbonic acid, as
well as the reverse reaction. Saipem uses
the reactions to capture and collect CO2
from industrial gas streams.—CRAIG

BETTENHAUSEN

ENERGY STORAGE

▸ Europe’s biggest
lithium plant planned
Aurora, a joint venture between the Portuguese energy firm Galp and the Swedish
battery maker Northvolt, aims to build Europe’s largest lithium processing plant in
Portugal. Set to open in 2026, the plant is
expected to produce 32,000 metric tons of
lithium hydroxide per year. Aurora wants
to be part of a European supply chain for
electric vehicle batteries that’s starting
to take shape. This year, several firms announced plans to open Europe’s first lithium mines, including a spodumene mine in
Portugal.—MATT BLOIS

FOSSIL FUELS

▸ BASF to carve out
emission catalysts
BASF says it will carve out its business of
making emission-cutting catalysts for combustion-engine vehicles into an independent unit. Simultaneously, the firm has unveiled plans to invest up to $5 billion in the
rapidly growing battery materials sector.

C R E D I T: MO N O LI T H

POLYMERS

BASF’s emission catalyst business will be
based in Iselin, New Jersey—the former
headquarters of Engelhard, an emission
control catalyst and pigment company that
BASF acquired in 2006 for $5.6 billion. The
new entity will have 4,000 employees and
operate from 20 production sites around
the world.—ALEX SCOTT

ENERGY STORAGE

▸ GM, Posco plan US
cathode materials plant
General Motors and South Korea’s Posco
Chemical have formed a joint venture to
build a North American facility for cathode materials needed to produce electric
vehicle batteries. The high-nickel cathode
materials will go to Ultium Cells, GM’s
battery cell joint venture with LG Energy
Solution in Spring Hill, Tennessee. Posco is already building cathode materials
plants in South Korea and China; the site
of the planned US facility has not been
revealed.—MICHAEL MCCOY

PEOPLE

▸ LyondellBasell
appoints Vanacker CEO

C R E D I T: LYO N D E LL BAS EL L I N D USTR I ES

LyondellBasell Industries has appointed Peter Vanacker, head of the Finnish

refiner and chemical maker Neste,
its next CEO. He
will succeed Bob
Patel, who has led
LyondellBasell
since 2015 and
is leaving at the
end of December
to take the reins
at W. R. Grace, a
Peter Vanacker
much smaller firm.
Vanacker will start next June. Kenneth
Lane, LyondellBasell’s head of olefins and
polyolefins, will be interim CEO.—ALEX

TULLO

PHARMACEUTICALS

▸ Lilly strikes deals
with Foghorn, Regor
Eli Lilly and Company will pay Foghorn
Therapeutics, a 5-year-old biotech firm,
$300 million and buy $80 million of its
stock as part of a collaboration to create
oncology drugs that target the chromatin
regulatory s ystem. In particular, the two
companies will codevelop small-molecule
BRM inhibitors that Lilly calls a “difficult
chemistry challenge.” Separately, Lilly
will pay 3-year-old Regor Therapeutics
up to $50 million as part of an agreement
to develop small-molecule therapies
for metabolic disorders using Regor
technology.—MICHAEL MCCOY

INFORMATICS

▸ Roche in discovery
pact with Recursion
Recursion, a company that uses machine
learning for drug discovery, is partnering
with Roche and its subsidiary Genentech to identify novel drug targets and
develop drugs against them. The firms
will rely heavily on single-cell data for
neuroscience and cancer indications. The
partnership could include up to 40 drug
programs. Roche will pay Recursion
$150 million up front and potentially more
than $300 million in milestone payments
for each program.—RYAN CROSS

ONCOLOGY

▸ Harbinger launches,
led by former FDA head
Flagship Pioneering, the life sciences investment firm that helped found Moderna,
has launched its latest company, Harbinger Health, with $50 million of committed
capital. Flagship founded Harbinger quietly in 2018 to develop blood-based tests for
early cancer detection. Harbinger says the
tests are based on advances in machine
learning and the biology of early cancer.
Stephen Hahn, a former US Food and
Drug Administration commissioner, will
be the start-up’s CEO.—RYAN CROSS

Business Roundup

from IFF and reinforcing carbons from Cabot.

▸ Eastman Chemical is considering building additional
plants in the US and Europe
that use its methanolysis
process to break down polyethylene terephthalate into
dimethyl terephthalate and
ethylene glycol. The firm expects the first large plant to
open in Kingsport, Tennessee, by the end of 2022 and to
cost $250 million.

offerings in starting materials and intermediates for
drug manufacturing.

▸ CordenPharma and
Wacker Chemie will develop
processes for manufacturing
lipid nanoparticles as
delivery systems for
nucleic acid therapeutics.
The partners will work
at CordenPharma’s site
in Caponago, Italy, and
Wacker’s site in Amsterdam.

▸ Ascensus Specialties
has acquired the fine chemical maker Wychem. The
deal expands US-based
Ascensus’s reach into the
UK and Europe and adds
new chemistry types to its

▸ Cabot and International
Flavors & Fragrances will
work to develop biobased
rubber additives that will
be marketed by Cabot. The
firms plan to blend a sugar
beet–derived polysaccharide

▸ Bridgestone will sell its
chemical business, which
has annual sales approaching
$500 million, to the Japanese
investment firm Endeavour
United. Bridgestone is unloading the unit to focus on
its core tire operations.

▸ Novasep plans to spend
$6.8 million to boost active
pharmaceutical ingredient
production at its plant in
Chasse-sur-Rhône, France.
The company will expand
flow chemistry at the site by
adding a clinical-supply-tolaunch-scale reactor.

▸ METiS Therapeutics has
launched with $86 million in
series A financing to apply
artificial intelligence and
machine learning to drug
discovery and drug delivery.
The start-up plans to predict
interactions between active
ingredients, excipients, and
drug targets to design better
drug formulations.
▸ GlaxoSmithKline and the
University of Oxford have
launched the Oxford-GSK
Institute of Molecular
and Computational Medicine, backed with about
$39 million from GSK. The
institute seeks to understand
the mechanisms of neurological diseases, including Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s.
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Policy Concentrates
PESTICIDES

State violated environmental
law when approving
pesticide harmful to bees
The pesticide sulfoxaflor can no longer be used on crops in
California, a state superior court ruled Dec. 3. The decision
is a win for beekeepers and environmental groups, which
challenged California’s approval of agricultural uses for
sulfoxaflor in 2020. The groups claimed that the state’s
Department of Pesticide RegulaO
tion (DPR) violated state environH3C
N
mental law by failing to consider
S
N
the chemical’s adverse impacts on
N
bees.
The court agreed with the petiCF3
tioners, represented by the environmental law group Earthjustice, that
Sulfoxaflor
the DPR violated state law when
it approved sulfoxaflor pesticides, which are produced by
Corteva Agriscience, formerly Dow AgroSciences.
Sulfoxaflor targets the same nicotinic acetylcholine receptor in insects as do neonicotinoid pesticides, which have
been under scrutiny for their ability to harm bees. Both sulfoxaflor and neonicotinoids are systemic insecticides, meaning they are taken up by plants and distributed throughout
plant tissues. Both are harmful to bees at low doses. But sulfoxaflor has a different mode of action than neonicotinoids
and belongs to a class of insecticides called sulfoximines.
“Honeybees and other pollinators are incredibly important in our food systems and our wider ecosystem, but
they’re dying in droves because of pesticides like sulfoxaflor,” Earthjustice attorney Greg Loarie says in a statement. “With this ruling, the bees in California are getting
much-needed relief just as we’re seeing some of the worst
signs of colony collapse,” he says. From April 2020 to April
2021, US beekeepers lost nearly 46% of managed honeybee
colonies, according to Earthjustice. The petitioners are
now urging California regulators to also protect pollinators
from neonicotinoids.
In a separate lawsuit, the groups are challenging the US
Environmental Protection Agency’s 2019 decision to allow
new uses of sulfoxaflor. The EPA removed the pesticide
from the market in 2015 because of a court order to do so
to protect bees. Under pressure from growers and Dow, the
agency in 2016 allowed limited use of the chemical on a few
crops with restrictions. In 2019, under former president
Donald J. Trump’s administration, the EPA removed those
restrictions and allowed new uses. A decision in the federal
case is expected soon.—BRITT ERICKSON
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Health and environmental advocates want the chemical
industry to cut its greenhouse gas emissions, use less oil and
gas as raw materials, and protect communities that live near
manufacturing plants.

ENVIRONMENT

Cut climate
emissions, advocates
tell chemical industry
Groups also call for
environmental justice
More than 100 US environmental and health groups are calling for
the chemical industry to curb its greenhouse gas emissions and
sharply decrease reliance on oil and natural gas as raw materials.
“We can’t solve the climate crisis without significantly reducing
and replacing fossil fuels throughout the chemical industry,” Darya
Minovi, a policy analyst at the Center for Progressive Reform, says
in a statement. Minovi authored a report finding that the chemical
industry is the largest consumer of fossil fuels for energy and feedstocks among all sectors.
Based on Minovi’s analysis and a report on environmental
justice, the advocacy groups released a statement calling for the
transformation of chemical manufacturing. It is the 2021 Louisville
Charter for Safer Chemicals, named for the city in Kentucky that is
home to 11 industrial facilities that historically released over 1 million kg of toxic air pollution per year.
“The chemical industry alone is set to be the single largest driver
of global oil consumption by 2030,” the charter says. It calls for reducing and replacing the use of fossil fuels in the chemical industry.
It also seeks the phaseout, ban, and recovery of chemicals that
are persistent, bioaccumulative, or highly mobile in the environment; contribute to climate change; or pose immediate safety
threats because they are flammable or potentially explosive. Communities or workers harmed by exposure to pollutants from chemical plants or to so-called legacy chemicals that are no longer made
but remain in the environment “must be fully restored” from that
harm, the charter states.
In response, the industry group American Chemistry Council
noted that US chemical makers are working to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions and the emission intensities of their operations. It also pointed to a November blog post by Kimberly Wise
White, an ACC vice president, endorsing “the importance of environmental justice and hearing the concerns of local communities.”
Groups endorsing the Louisville Charter include community
and state environmental and health organizations as well as national ones such as the Sierra Club and the Union of Concerned
Scientists.—CHERYL HOGUE

C R E D I T: MI C H A EL CI AGLO/ H O USTO N C H RON IC LE V IA A P

California court
orders end to
sulfoxaflor use

TOXICOLOGY

▸ EPA updates plan to
reduce animal testing
The US Environmental Protection Agency will begin reporting in late 2022 how
many animal tests chemical and pesticide
manufacturers conduct to comply with
regulatory requirements. The EPA plans
to disclose such information annually to
demonstrate progress on reducing vertebrate-animal testing. It announced the
move Dec. 2 as part of an updated plan
for reducing the use of animals in toxicity
testing. The plan identifies steps the agency expects to take through 2024 to develop
and apply nonanimal approaches that
provide chemical hazard and risk information. The EPA is starting with commercial
chemicals and pesticides and plans to
reduce animal testing in its own research.
As part of the effort, the agency is funding the National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine to evaluate the
variability of traditional animal toxicity
tests and their relevance to human health.
The National Academies will also review
frameworks for validating and establishing
scientific confidence in nonanimal testing
methods, such as those using human cells
or tissues.—BRITT ERICKSON

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

C R E D I T: S H UT T ERSTO C K

▸ Senate confirms
safety board nominees
Two new members of the US Chemical
Safety and Hazard Investigation Board
(CSB) were confirmed by the Senate on
Dec. 9. The five-member board had been
hamstrung, operating with a single member
since April 2020. The new members are
Sylvia Johnson, an epidemiologist with labor union experience, and Stephen Owens,
an attorney and former federal and Arizona
state regulator who focused on environmental, safety, and health issues. President
Joe Biden also nominated Jennifer Sass, a
senior scientist and toxicologist with the
Natural Resources Defense Council, an
environmental nonprofit organization, to
the CSB. Sass faced criticism from Republican senators during her confirmation
hearing in September. Her nomination was
not brought up with those of Johnson and
Owens for consideration by the Senate.
The three have chemical science, human
health, and regulatory expertise, but none
have worked in the chemical industry. CSB

Fees for registering new
pesticides in the US are being
reduced 8.5% in fiscal 2022
from 2021.

PESTICIDES

US EPA slashes
pesticide fees for 2022
Pesticide manufacturers will pay less in fiscal 2022 to register new pesticides,
the US Environmental Protection Agency announced Dec. 10. The agency
will charge $3,660 per pesticide product, a decrease of 8.5% from 2021. The
EPA made the change to prevent exceeding the amount of fees it can collect
under the Pesticide Registration Improvement Extension Act of 2018, which
authorizes the agency to collect a total of $155 million over 5 years. The EPA
collected $92.6 million the first 3 years, leaving $62.4 million for fiscal 2022
and 2023. It adjusted the fee amount so it won’t bring in more than half that
balance, or $31.2 million, in fiscal 2022. Over the past 2 years, the agency has
registered more than 500 new pesticide products. Environmental groups are
disappointed in the decision. “The pesticide industry will now get a discounted rate for bringing even more pesticide products to market,” Lori Ann Burd,
environmental health director at the Center for Biological Diversity, says in a
statement.—BRITT ERICKSON

members have often been former industry
employees with engineering backgrounds.
The board’s primary responsibility is to
investigate significant chemical-related
accidents; determine their root cause; and
make operational, regulatory, and other
recommendations to avoid similar incidents in the future. Its recommendations
are made public but are nonbinding.—JEFF

a 2019 proposal from Germany to restrict
the manufacture, sale, and use of PFHxA,
its salts, and related substances. PFHxA is a
toxic member of the family of environmentally persistent per- and polyfluoroalkyl
substances (PFAS). The agency announced
Dec. 9 that its Committee for Socio-economic Analysis endorsed restriction of
PFHxA chemicals where minimizing
emissions of these compounds isn’t posJOHNSON, special to C&EN
sible—especially in paper and cardboard
food-contact materials, textiles used in
PERSISTENT POLLUTANTS
consumer apparel, and municipal uses of
firefighting foams. But the panel said uncertainties stopped it from backing restriction on all uses of PFHxA substances. In
June, ECHA’s Committee on Risk Assessment endorsed restricting these chemicals
because they are very persistent and mobile
The European Union is a step closer to
in the environment and can
restricting at least some of
harm the human reproductive
the uses of perfluorohexanoic
F FF F O
system. A study released earacid (PFHxA) now that two
F3C
OH lier this year found PFHxA,
key committees have weighed
F F F F
among other PFAS, in breast
in. The European Chemicals
milk.—CHERYL HOGUE
Agency (ECHA) is considering
PFHxA

▸ EU comes closer to
restricting PFHxA uses
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Features
Bayer’s weed killer Roundup
is popular with gardeners,
but the company plans to
remove glyphosate, its key
ingredient, from residential
formulations in the US.

PESTICIDES

Replacing glyphosate in the garden
MATT BLOIS, C&EN STAFF

T

he city of Davis, California, started phasing out the
use of glyphosate-based herbicides in public spaces in
the fall of 2017. The public works department warned
residents that the change might mean more weeds, but
complaints still rolled in.
City Council member Dan Carson put it
bluntly at a public meeting in 2020 when
he complained about the medians on city
roads: “It looked horrible,” he said. “It
looked absolutely horrible.”
Davis decided to stop using glyphosate, one of the world’s most widely used
herbicides, over concerns that it could be
harmful to human health. Instead, workers
pull weeds, suffocate them under plastic
sheets, steam them with hot water, or burn
them with torches. Those methods are
more work, adding $400,000 to the city’s
annual budget.
Gardeners in the US will soon face a
similar challenge. Earlier this year, Bayer
announced it would remove glyphosate
from lawn and garden versions of its popular weed killer Roundup in the US by 2023.
The company plans to create several new
Roundup formulations with other, existing
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active ingredients. Bayer hasn’t announced
what will replace glyphosate, but it will
be difficult to find other chemicals that
match glyphosate’s weed-killing firepower
while maintaining its relatively low environmental and human health risks.
Bayer acquired the Missouri-based crop
science company Monsanto in 2018 for
$66 billion. That gave Bayer the Roundup
brand but also a heap of legal liabilities. By
the beginning of 2020, the company was
facing about 125,000 court cases claiming
Roundup caused cancer or other injuries.
In June 2020, Bayer announced it would

settle a large chunk of those lawsuits for
nearly $10 billion.
During a conference call in July, Bayer
CEO Werner Baumann emphasized that
the company decided to move away from
glyphosate exclusively to avoid further litigation, not because of any concern about
safety.
Bayer will continue using glyphosate
in its agricultural products. More than
90% of the glyphosate lawsuits come from
home gardeners, though sales of agricultural products dwarf lawn and garden
sales.
Bayer’s plan for dealing with the lawsuits stresses that regulatory agencies in
Australia, Canada, Europe, Japan, the US,
and other countries have all concluded
that glyphosate is safe to use and unlikely
to cause cancer. The only outlier is the
International Agency for Research on Cancer, part of the World Health Organization, which warned in 2015 that glyphosate
likely poses a cancer risk.
Bayer will choose active ingredients
for the lawn and garden market that kill a
broad spectrum of plants, “consistent with

“I doubt it’s going to have the
overall utility that glyphosate has.”
—Steve Duke, weed scientist, University of Mississippi

C R E D I T: S H UT T ERSTO C K

Bayer is removing glyphosate from US household
products. Most alternatives aren’t as effective

have the overall utility that glyphosate has.”
it’s about performance,” he says. “What
the expectations of our customers,” the
Glyphosate is so effective that before
they need to lean into is that it’s good at
company said in a statement.
Davis, California, banned it, the city’s pubkilling. . . . I’d advise them not to position
No matter what the active ingredients
lic works department hadn’t really considthis as less kill-y.”
are, the company will keep using the
ered using other chemicals.
And biopesticides like pelargonic acid
Roundup brand name. Glyphosate is long
After the ban, a handful of areas were
and acetic acid don’t kill weeds as well
off patent, and other companies make glytoo difficult to clear manually, so the city
as glyphosate, according to Steve Duke, a
phosate-based herbicides for the lawn and
had to find a new herbicide, according to
weed scientist at the University of Missisgarden market. Baumann said on the call
public works director Stan Gryczko. After
that the company doesn’t expect the brand sippi. Even many conventional pesticides
evaluating the options with an outside
can’t match glyphosate’s effectiveness.
to lose any traction after the switch. Bayer
“It’s a pretty unique herbicide,” he says. consultant, the city determined that gludidn’t answer specific questions for this
fosinate was the safest alternative.
“There’s no other compound out there
story and did not make anyone available
However, the World Health Organizathat’s going to have the same properties.”
for an interview.
tion’s chemical safety program recomWhile many herbicides target specific
While Bayer remains tight lipped about
mends classifying glufospossible alternatives, there are a few clues. groups of plants, glyphoO OH
inate as a little bit riskier
sate affects nearly all plants
Austria and Belgium have already banned
O
H
than glyphosate, which
by disrupting a process
the use of glyphosate for private gardens.
N P
HO
OH
is categorized as slightly
that produces amino acids
In those countries and several other Eurohazardous. Similarly, the
pean markets, Bayer sells Roundup formu- they need to survive. GlyGlyphosate
EPA’s recommended safephosate is also a systemic
lations with either pelargonic acid, which
O
ty limit for glufosinate
herbicide, meaning it is
is made from natural fats, or acetic acid, a
residue in drinking water
transported throughout
component of vinegar.
OH is lower than the limit for
the plant. As long as the
Michael Braverman helps companies
Pelargonic acid
glyphosate.
navigate the herbicide registration process dose is sufficient, it slowly
“It’s an ongoing chalkills every part of a plant,
at the IR-4 Project, which is funded by the
lenge to find what is least
including the roots, rathUS Department of Agriculture to identify
O
toxic when you have to go
er than just the parts the
and register new pesticides for specialty
OH
to a chemical application,”
spray touches.
crops. Braverman, who has received reGryczko says.
The herbicide 2,4-D is
search funding from Bayer but isn’t workAcetic acid
From an environmental
systemic like glyphosate,
ing on the Roundup reformulation, says
health perspective, glyphosate is considbut it kills only broad-leaved plants. Gluthe European products would give Bayer a
ered relatively safe compared with other
fosinate can kill all plants but only damaghead start in the US. The company could
herbicides, according to Ryan Prosser,
es tissue it touches. Braverman says pelarlikely reuse much of the data for registragonic acid and acetic act quickly but aren’t an ecotoxicologist at the University of
tion in the US.
Guelph. Like most herbicides, it can kill
Acetic acid and pelargonic acid are both as effective against older, well-established
natural vegetation, but it’s only mildly toxweeds.
contact herbicides that burn any vegetaic to animals, partially because the amino
Replacing glyphosate could prove to
tion they touch. Braverman says pelaracid pathway it targets doesn’t exist in
be the gardening equivalent of subbing a
gonic acid could be a good replacement,
animals.
bench player for Michael Jordan. No one
partly because it’s cheap. Bayer includes
A 2018 EPA environmental assessment
chemical can play defense, grab rebounds,
small amounts of pelargonic acid in some
came to a similar conclusion. It found that
and dunk. Duke says Bayer may have to
existing US Roundup formulations, which
drifting glyphosate can kill plants next to
means the company has done the regulato- combine multiple active ingredients to
agricultural fields and slow the growth of
equal glyphosate’s weed-killing power.
ry legwork to get it approved as an active
“There are a lot of smart people at Bayer, birds. In some cases, it can affect mamingredient.
mals’ growth and reproduction.
so I’m sure they’ll come up with some“You would need a higher concentraProsser says glyphosate binds with soil
thing,” Duke says. “But I doubt it’s going to
tion if it’s by itself,” Braverman says.
particles, limiting the risk
The US Environmental
that it will pollute rivers and
Protection Agency considers
streams. He detects other,
pelargonic acid and acetic
more water-soluble herbiacid biopesticides because
cides like 2,4-D, atrazine, and
they occur naturally. That
Glyphosate was the second-most-common herbicide
metolachlor in water more
would open the door to marfor home gardeners in 2012, according to EPA data.
frequently.
keting new formulations of
▸ 2,4-D: 7–9 million lb (3–4 million kg)
Results from the EPA’s
Roundup as more natural.
▸ Glyphosate: 4–6 million lb (2–3 million kg)
ECOTOXicology KnowledgeBut Guy Abrahams, a market▸ Mecoprop: 2–4 million lb (0.9–2 million kg)
base toxicity database show
ing consultant who worked
▸ Pendimethalin: 2–4 million lb (0.9–2 million kg)
that glyphosate and pelaron a Roundup marketing
▸ Dicamba: 1–3 million lb (0.5–1 million kg)
gonic acid are about equally
campaign in the early 2000s,
▸ MCPA: 1–3 million lb (0.5–1 million kg)
toxic to rainbow trout, a
says he would tell Bayer to
common test species. Prosser
continue focusing on existSource: US Environmental Protection Agency.
says neither herbicide presing customers, who think
Note: The EPA reported a range rather than exact figures to protect sensitive
ents a high risk for rainbow
of Roundup as a heavy-duty
company data.
trout or other aquatic aniproduct.
mals, in line with the EPA’s
“If you’ve got a weed killer,

In the garden
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assessment. “The general public feels that
. . . the natural has got to be less toxic, less
dangerous than the synthetic,” he says.
“That’s not always the case.”
The picture is less clear when it comes
to human health. That’s partially because
the science around the safety of glyphosate has become a mud-slinging contest.
Pesticide skeptics criticize industry-supported studies that consistently find glyphosate to be safe, while Monsanto waged
a public relations offensive against scientists that questioned those conclusions.

are a bit murky, sometimes finding a link
to cancer and sometimes not.
She’s not convinced it causes cancer but
says the combination of epidemiological
results and concerning data from animal
studies provides reasons to be skeptical of
Bayer’s framing that glyphosate is innocuous. “Clearly, it’s doing more than causing
irritation or cell damage,” De Roos says.
“It’s not a benign chemical.”
But neither are most alternatives. While
not conclusive, she says, some evidence
points toward a link between cancer and

“Clearly, it’s doing more than
causing irritation or cell damage.”
—Anneclaire De Roos, epidemiologist, Drexel University
The most recent assessment of glyphosate’s impact on human health by the
EPA, published in 2018, found no risks of
concern for human health and no evidence
that glyphosate causes cancer in humans
when used properly.
Anneclaire De Roos, an epidemiologist
at Drexel University who has studied the
long-term health effects of pesticides, says
the epidemiological studies on glyphosate
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phenoxyacetic herbicides like 2,4-D, the
most widely used conventional herbicide
for home gardeners in 2012, according to a
list from the EPA.
The EPA doesn’t consider 2,4-D carcinogenic but warns that pendimethalin,
also on the list of common herbicides,
might be. Other common, conventional
pesticides also pose their own health risks.
Mecoprop and MCPA can cause severe eye

irritation. In comparison, glyphosate only
causes mild skin and eye irritation. Switching to other conventional herbicides after
Bayer removes glyphosate from Roundup
may not be a win for human health.
De Roos says she thinks removing glyphosate from home gardening products is
a good idea. Farmers benefit enormously
from glyphosate. Many grow crops that
have been genetically modified to tolerate
Roundup, making weed control easier and
saving huge amounts of money every year.
It’s harder to make a case for the societal
benefit of tidy gardens.
“Everything needs to be weighed in
terms of risk-benefit, including economics,” she says. “This is not a situation
where you really need to kill these weeds.
It’s just for your aesthetic benefit.”
Back in California, the Davis City Council made the same judgment. Ditching glyphosate made the medians a little scruffier,
but council member Will Arnold said that’s
a trade-off that people in Davis can live
with.
“There might just be more weeds, and
that’s not the worst thing in the world,”
he said at a 2020 City Council meeting. “I
don’t mind if there’s a few more weeds if
that means we’re not spraying chemicals
all over town.” ◾

A wildfire burns near a
home in Salinas, California.

ENVIRONMENT

Is there a link between wildfires
and infectious disease?
Recent studies suggest that wildfire smoke
can carry living microbes and is linked
to an increase in COVID-19 cases
BENJAMIN PLACKETT, SPECIAL TO C&EN
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W

ildfires have become increasingly common in
many parts of the world—
including in Australia,
the Middle East, and the US—forcing
people, sometimes whole towns, to flee
the approaching flames. In addition to the
immediate damage posed by these massive
fires, public health experts have known
for decades that the particulate matter in
wildfire smoke poses a significant risk to
respiratory and cardiovascular health.
Recent studies have some scientists
wondering if the smoke might exacerbate
or even transmit infectious diseases. Researchers want to follow up on these studies to better understand wildfire smoke’s
potential risk to public health as major fires
become more frequent and severe.
Leda N. Kobziar is one of those researchers. She is a wildland fire scientist
at the University of Idaho, working in the
burgeoning field of pyroaerobiology: the

study of viable microbes aerosolized within wildfire smoke. Until 3 years ago, scientists assumed smoke was a sterile substance, a potent mix of harmful gases too
hot to sustain thriving microorganisms. A
flurry of recent experiments has suggested
the opposite, however, with data indicating that wildfire smoke can be a source of
living bacteria and fungi.
In 2018, Kobziar and colleagues reported on a study in which they exposed
Petri dishes to wildfire smoke for 2 min at
varying distances from the fire’s epicenter
and then observed whether any microbes
grew on the dishes. The researchers could
culture 70 types of fungi and bacteria.
The abundance of culturable microbes
fell with greater distance from the blaze,
indicating that the organisms came from
the smoke (Ecosphere 2018, DOI: 10.1002/
ecs2.2507). In an unpublished study,
currently being peer-reviewed, Kobziar
found human pathogens such as the fungi

Aspergillus penicillioides present in smoke.
“I’ve since become kind of hooked on
the idea because I find it so fascinating,”
Kobziar says. It’s theoretically possible
that viruses could spread in the same way,
she says, but her team hasn’t investigated
them yet. Because viruses can’t be cultured on Petri dishes the way bacteria or
fungi can, scientists would need to search
for fragments of viral DNA using a polymerase chain reaction test.
For now, though, the revelation that
wildfire smoke contains life is a surprise
to scientists. “I would expect to find no
microbes in the core of the fire as it is too
hot,” says Katharina Richter, a microbiologist at the University of Adelaide who was
not involved with the study. “The viability
and composition of microbes transported
by smoke may have significant implications
for forest health,” in addition to public
health, she says, because some of the microbes could be plant pathogens.
Kobziar doesn’t exactly know how microbes can survive in smoke plumes, but
she has done additional research on the
heat tolerance of soil-dwelling microbes
to show that some can survive at 800 °C.
Wildfire flames burn at temperatures ranging from 300 to 1,100 °C.
DECEMBER 13/20, 2021 | CEN.ACS.ORG | C&EN
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with the 2020 wildfires (Science 2021, DOI:
10.1126/sciadv.abi8789). To do so, Josey
and colleagues created a statistical model
considering several parameters, including
levels of wildfire particulate matter, how
often people were moving around outside
their homes, and whether the pandemic
itself was broadly in decline or on the rise,
to estimate COVID-19 cases and deaths.
The researchers used publicly available
data on daily concentrations of wildfire
particulate matter from 92 western US
counties and showed that their model
could estimate COVID-19 case and death
numbers from those counties.
Running the same model but using average particulate matter readings from 2016
to 2019, the team predicted what would
have been the COVID-19 case and death
rates on “normal” days, without wildfire
smoke. Their results suggest that the 2020
wildfires increased cases and deaths by
2.9% and 1.02%, respectively.
Josey thinks a connection between wildfire particulate matter and worse COVID-19
outcomes would be logical. “Your lungs
become more inflamed when exposed to
smoke, making it more difficult to breathe,”
Josey says. “COVID-19 is a respiratory
disease, so it makes sense that that smoke
would cause worse outcomes.”
Other researchers have also found evidence for a potential link between smoke
and COVID-19. Daniel Kiser, a data scientist at the Desert Research Institute, looked
at whether the 2020 wildfire smoke in
Reno, Nevada, was associated with a bump
in the area’s COVID-19 case rate. He found
that a 200% rise in the weekly average concentration of particular matter coincided
with a 6.3% increase in the average weekly
case rate (J. Expo. Sci. Environ. Epidemiol.
2021, DOI:10.1038/s41370-021-00366-w).
These studies build on previous findings
that wildfire smoke may have a negative
effect on respiratory infections. A 2013
paper reported that such fires overlap with
significant upticks in the number of people
seeking medical attention for respiratory
illnesses, and a 2020 study reported a similar pattern with influenza.
The reasoning sounds plausible, according to Najat Saliba, an atmospheric chemist
at the American University of Beirut. “We
know pollution causes respiratory problems, and once COVID-19 comes with these
problems then it’s probably going to be exacerbated,” she says. But Saliba warns that
the science on this isn’t definitive yet.
Saliba notes that scientists spent decades collecting data to establish the link
between particulate matter smaller than
2.5 µm and increased mortality and that
the same type of effort will be needed to

University of Idaho graduate student
Phinehas Lampman collects air samples
from the Caldor Fire in California in
August 2021.
make the connection with infectious disease. “The causality between COVID-19
and wildfire smoke hasn’t been proven
yet,” she says.
Josey admits that this is fair criticism.
Despite his team’s best efforts to control
for nonwildfire variables that could have
led to a spike in COVID-19 cases, he says
the group couldn’t account for everything.
For example, Josey later found out that
some of the Washington State wildfires
were concurrent with students’ returning
to campuses. Such events make it hard to
tease out the effect of wildfire pollution on
COVID-19 severity versus the effect of extra social mixing that likely occurred.
Kiser notes similar issues with excluding
nonwildfire variables from his team’s analysis. “When air quality is bad, people may be
more inclined to socialize indoors, so human behavior could be playing a role here,”
he says. Both Josey and Kiser plan further
study on a connection between wildfire
smoke and COVID-19.
As wildfires become more frequent with
climate change, fully understanding how
they interact with infectious diseases is going to become critically important, according to Kobziar. “It’s such a deep unknown
that it’s worthy of effort,” she says, “and it
could help us understand patterns of human illness in the long term.”

Benjamin Plackett is a science journalist
based in Australia.
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Off the back of these studies, Kobziar
and George Thompson, a professor of clinical medicine at the University of California,
Davis, who specializes in fungal infections,
have proposed a theory on how wildfire
smoke may spread microbes. When forests
and plants burn, the soil becomes agitated,
churning out fungi and bacteria that would
usually reside peacefully within it. “Hot
fire creates its own weather, so there are a
lot of updrafts, which toss microbes into
the air,” Thompson says. In this whirlwind,
microbes collide with and stick to ash
and smoke particles of varying sizes that
can travel long distances. A recent study
reported that Australia’s wildfires in 2020
created such a large, heat-fueled vortex that
smoke reached an altitude of 35 km (Commun. Earth Environ. 2020, DOI: 10.1038/
s43247-020-00022-5). Another paper
showed that smoke from the same Australian fires traversed the Pacific Ocean to
reach Chile (Atmospheric Chem. Phys. 2020,
DOI: 10.5194/acp-20-8003-2020).
“Can microbes stay viable across
oceans?” Kobziar asks. “It’s hard to make
specific conclusions, but we know they can
survive on dust particles for a long time, so
it’s reasonable to think it’s possible, but this
isn’t something we’ve tested yet.”
Scientists also aren’t yet sure whether
concentrations of specific microbes in
smoke are sufficient to present a direct infection risk for people. Kobziar is trying to
better understand the risks of microbes in
wildfire smoke and is now studying fresh
smoke samples taken closer to a fire’s
source. “We decided to take it up a notch
and gain access to the bigger and more
extreme fires,” she says. To achieve that,
she and her colleagues rely on drones fitted with vacuum pumps to draw microbes
through a filter, where they’re captured
for analysis. This system should allow the
team to learn how the microbe profile differs at the epicenter of a wildfire and further understand how microbe abundance
decays with distance.
While scientists like Kobziar learn more
about whether wildfire smoke can spread
pathogens, others think the fires make
some existing infections worse. Earlier
this year, researchers reported that people
located in areas with wildfires tend to have
more severe COVID-19 symptoms than
those in unaffected precincts.
In 2020, the first year of the COVID-19
pandemic, over 10 million acres of the
western US burned, with both California
and Washington posting their worst fire
seasons on record. Kevin Josey, a biostatistician and postdoctoral research fellow at
Harvard University, estimated the number
of COVID-19 cases and deaths associated
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Industrial chemists have almost unprecedented
job prospects, while academics could be
facing greater challenges than ever
At long last, 2021 is almost over, so it is
time to take a look at what employment
for chemists might look like in 2022. This
has been an unusual year for many reasons, but a surprising amount has stayed
the same. The pandemic is still with us,
sadly, and new variants are complicating
the picture. Happily, SARS-CoV-2 vaccines
and new oral treatments are allowing
some return to normalcy.
That return to normalcy extends to the
academic chemistry job market. Andrew
Spaeth and I continue to curate a list of
tenure-track chemistry faculty positions in
the United States and Canada. This time
last year, the number of open positions
for fall 2021 was just 40% of the 4-year
average. That was just 210 research-oriented positions and 19 teaching assistant
professorships. While many hoped the
situation would return to normal as vaccines became widely available, the 2021
academic hiring cycle ended with 343 total
professorships posted, only 60% of average.
The fall 2022 hiring
cycle has, happily,
picked up steam,
with job openings
in September
hitting 80% of
the 4-year average.
By November, the
number of faculty
jobs was down by
just 3% and in
December, it was
matching the
pace seen in the
2 years prior to

the pandemic. It is my sincere hope that
we see signs of growth in the number of
academic positions, rather than just a “return to normal.”
However, that doesn’t mean the academic job hunt will be easier for those
searching now. I fear that candidates will
face an unusually competitive market for
jobs starting fall 2022 and 2023. Because
of the unusually low number of fall 2021
faculty positions, an extra 150–200 highly
qualified candidates are likely joining this
current hiring season, an increase that
means an even more competitive field
for those vying for these positions. We all
know that it is always hard to land a job
as a tenure-track assistant professor of
chemistry, but I think this year and next
will be tougher than normal.
The opposite is true for the industrial
chemistry market, especially the pharmaceutical job market. As this magazine
pointed out in the Sept. 13 issue, the
search for young industrial talent is the
most active it has been in a generation.
When I hear reports that it’s hard to hang
onto postdoctoral fellows because they’re
leaving for entry-level medicinal chemistry positions in industry, I think that’s
a very good sign. I continue to watch the
available positions curated by Organic
Chemistry Jobs, and the demand shows no
sign of slacking. It’s clear that chemistry is
part of the great upheaval in the job world,
with chemists trading positions, moving to start-ups, and rising within their
organizations.
Will this strong hiring trend end in
2022? I genuinely do not know. Many
uncertainties remain.
If supply-chain
crises continue, it
will inevitably impact revenues for
large-scale chemical
manufacturers, especially those who sell
to the automotive

and housing sectors. Increasing inflation
and corresponding interest-rate increases
could also play a role in cooling down the
broader economy, resulting in potential
slowdowns in hiring.
While I cannot predict the future, I am
extremely confident in advising people
to apply now. Do not wait until “the right
time,” whether it’s next month or next
year. Do the work of putting together a
résumé and a cover letter as soon as possible. This is an unusually good time to be
a job seeker in industrial chemistry. Here’s
hoping for a 2022 in which we can be free
of this pandemic and we all have that job
that we are seeking.

Open US and Canada chemistry
faculty positions advertised,
percentage of 4-year average:
For fall 2021:

For fall 2022:

Source: Chemjobber

as of
Nov. 16, 2021

60% 97%

Sadly, this will be my last column for
Chemical and Engineering News. Writing
this column was a unique labor of love,
and I am grateful to all members of C&EN
staff who made me look and sound better
each month, from artists to copy editors
to senior C&EN management. I owe so
many thanks to Linda Wang for her gracious editing. I am enthusiastic to read
C&EN’s new Opinion section and looking
forward to thought-provoking ideas from
diverse perspectives across the American
Chemical Society and the global chemistry
community. You can continue to find my
musings at my blog.

Chemjobber is an industrial chemist
who blogs about the chemistry job
market at chemjobber.blogspot.com. Find
all his columns for C&EN at cenm.ag/
benchandcubicle.
Views expressed are those of the author and
not necessarily those of C&EN or ACS.
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Molecules of the year
C&EN highlights the coolest compounds unrelated
to COVID-19 that were reported in 2021
CELIA HENRY ARNAUD, C&EN STAFF
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O
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N OO

Einsteinium(III) complex

Einsteinium forms a
coordination complex
After 6 years of planning, researchers finally made a
coordination complex with einsteinium, the heaviest element
stable enough for conventional chemistry experiments. To
make the eight-coordinate complex, the researchers treated
254Es with a hydroxypyridinone-based ligand (Nature 2021,
DOI: 10.1038/s41586-020-03179-3). The complex will
help chemists better understand trends across the actinide
series of elements.

Borophene, an atomically thin 2D form of
boron, is chemically unstable. By adding
dihydrogen to borophene in vacuum,
researchers at Northwestern University
converted borophene to the stabler
borophane (Science 2021, DOI: 10.1126/
science.abg1874). The hydrogenated form
is stable in air for about a week, and the
hydrogenation is reversible, so borophane
could serve as a way to protect the
unstable borophene.
Borophane, the
hydrogenated
form of
borophene,
resists oxidation.
B = teal; H = red.
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Borophene’s
hydrogenated cousin,
borophane

Molecule goes
to infinity and
beyond

Sugar molecules can
decorate RNA
Scientists have long known that
sugar molecules decorate biomolecules such as proteins and lipids.
This year researchers reported that
sugars can also be found on RNA
molecules (Cell 2021, DOI: 10.1016/j.
cell.2021.04.023). The decorated
RNA molecules stick out from the cell
membrane, where they might act as
signals for the immune system.

Researchers at Nagoya University fused 12 benzene
rings to make a molecule that loops like an infinity
symbol (ChemRxiv 2021, DOI: 10.33774/chemrxiv2021-pcwcc). In X-ray crystal structures, only
3.192 Å separated the upper and lower benzene
rings where the molecule, called infinitene, crosses

RNA molecules decorated with
sugars (colored shapes) stick
out of cell surfaces. These RNAglycan conjugates bind receptors
involved in immune signaling.

Infinitene

A crystalline thorium complex
Bonds between actinide elements
are usually short lived. Researchers at
the University of Manchester made a
complex containing thorium-thorium
bonds, and it was stable enough that they
could determine its structure using X-ray
crystallography. They combined a thorium
precursor with a tetrasilyl cyclobutadiene
dianion. The resulting complex contained
a cluster of three thorium atoms with
cyclooctatetraenyl ligands and bridging
chlorines (Nature 2021, DOI: 10.1038/
s41586-021-03888-3).

Cl Cl
Th
Th

over itself. Through computational studies, the
chemists confirmed that infinitene’s π electrons
are delocalized within individual benzene rings,
not across the entire molecule. The study,
which appeared as a preprint, has not yet been
peer-reviewed.

2–

Cl
Cl
Cl Th Cl

Our readers voted online
for infinitene as their 2021
molecule of the year. See
the full voting breakdown
at cenm.ag/moty2021.

Thorium cluster

N CH3

C R E D I T: C EL L ( R NA ) ; S H UT TE RSTO CK ( ME DA L )

(R)-Amine

1. Br
2. (R)-BINOL

Br–
N CH3 (R)-BINOL
+

Ammonium-BINOL complex (solid)

N CH3
(S)-Amine
BINOL = 1,1'-bi-2-naphthol

Br–
N CH3

(CH3CH2)2O,
H2O

+

(R)-BINOL

Catching chiral nitrogen compounds
Synthesizing chiral nitrogen compounds wasn’t very straightforward until chemists reported a singlepot method this year (Nature 2021, DOI: 10.1038/s41586-021-03735-5). They treated an amine
with an alkyl bromide that replaces the electron lone pair on the amine. Combining the resulting
mixture of enantiomers with 1,1′-bi-2-naphthol (BINOL) locked the molecules into one conformation.
Subsequent removal of the BINOL leaves the desired enantiomer of the chiral amine.
DECEMBER 13/20, 2021 | CEN.ACS.ORG | C&EN
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2021’s dramatic digits
Here are the numbers that stood
out to C&EN’s editors
JESSICA MARSHALL, C&EN STAFF

3.055 billion

586
The number of electrons in
oganesson tetratennesside, the
stable pentatomic molecule that
would be made if the periodic
table’s heaviest two elements
reacted with each other.
Researchers used relativistic
quantum calculations to predict
that this tetrahedral molecule
would be stable (Theor. Chem.
Acc. 2021, DOI: 10.1007/
s00214-021-02777-2).

OgTs4
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Human chromosomes

78 nm

The resolution of a microscopy approach that combines stimulated Raman
scattering with expansion microscopy to produce superresolution imaging
of biological samples without fluorescent labels. The researchers used
the approach to image cells undergoing division, a mouse hippocampus,
and zebrafish embryonic retinas (Nat. Commun. 2021, DOI: 10.1038/
s41467-021-23951-x).

1/2

Proportion of childhood asthma
cases attributable to air pollution
in the predominantly Hispanic
and Black neighborhoods of
West Oakland, California. By
comparison, air pollution is linked
to one in five asthma cases in the
Bay Area overall (Environ. Health
Perspect. 2021, DOI: 10.1289/
EHP7679).
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Air pollution
is linked to
childhood
asthma.
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The number of base pairs in the complete human genome. Researchers filled
in the last remaining holes in the human genome using new sequencing
technologies. The gaps were largely highly repeating sections associated with
regulatory and other functions, not protein-encoding regions (bioRxiv 2021,
DOI: 10.1101/2021.05.26.445798).

SARS-CoV-2
spike protein

<10 kg
C R E D I T: JAS O N MC LE LL A N /UN IV E RS I T Y O F T EXAS AT AU ST I N ( S P I K E PROT E I N ); N ASA OZO N E WATCH (G LO B E ); PAT T E RS O N CL AR K / P O L I T I CO P RO DATAP O I N T (M A P)

The mass of all the SARS-CoV-2 in humans
as of June 2021. Researchers used the typical viral load
in various tissues of those with COVID-19 to estimate
that the total mass of the virus at that time was
between 100 g and 10 kg (Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.
2021, DOI: 10.1073/pnas.2024815118).

0.5 Gg
Predicted net annual emissions of
trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11)
from the oceans in the 2070s. The
compound’s production was banned in
2010, but oceans have absorbed large
amounts of CFC-11 over the years.
Scientists now estimate that the oceans
are a significant and growing source of the
compound in the atmosphere (Proc. Natl.
Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 2021, DOI: 10.1073/
pnas.2021528118).

2.4 Å

The distance between atoms at which a hydrogen bond transitions to
a covalent bond, according to simulations of hydrogen fluoride reacting
with a fluoride ion. The research predicted a blurrier line between
hydrogen and covalent bonds than was previously thought (Science
2021, DOI: 10.1126/science.abe1951).

15–30 cm

The sea level rise the world will experience by midcentury regardless of cuts in
greenhouse gas emissions, according to the Sixth Assessment Report from the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
Map of global temperature change

Ozone hole over Antarctica

80-fold
The relative improvement in energy
storage by weight for massproduced spools of lithium-ion
fiber batteries compared with
previous ones (Nature 2021, DOI:
10.1038/s41586-021-03772-0).
These fiber batteries are designed
to be integrated into textiles.

More
online
See the rest
of our notable
numbers at cenm.
ag/2021numbers
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Chemistry that delighted us in 2021
These quirky discoveries caught the attention of C&EN’s editors
EMILY HARWITZ, C&EN STAFF

Snakes spitting pain
Most of the venomous snakes in the Liverpool School of
Tropical Medicine’s collection immobilize and kill prey by
injecting venom through their fangs. But some snakes
protect themselves from predators by spitting venom—
potentially causing pain, inflammation, and blindness.
This year, a team of researchers at the school’s Centre
for Snakebite Research and Interventions uncovered how
the venom packs such a punch: the molecular cocktail in
spitting snakes’ venom contains high levels of proteins that
increase the sensation of pain (Science 2021, DOI: 10.1126/
science.abb9303). The team found that, while each snake’s
venom had a unique concoction of toxins, all the spitting
snakes had higher levels of phospholipase A2 (PLA2)
enzymes in their venom than nonspitting snakes. In tests on
mouse nerve cells, mixtures of venom components including
PLA2 triggered more cell activity than cocktails without it, a
sign of a greater pain response.

Tasting the shape of proteins

Bendable ice

To teach blind students or those with low vision about molecular
structures, educators have traditionally used aids like physical models
or tactile diagrams consisting of raised images on paper. For large
molecules like proteins, though, these tools can be impractical or
expensive. This year, Bryan Shaw and colleagues at Baylor University
proposed a new kind of aid: bite-size and detailed models of complex
structures that students can feel with their lips and tongue (Sci.
Adv. 2021, DOI:
10.1126/sciadv.
abh0691). Since
the mouth is
more sensitive
to touch than
fingers, Shaw’s
group wanted
Using food-safe models, students can feel
to see if the
the shapes of proteins with their tongues,
oral sense of
which are more sensitive than fingertips. A
touch could
Skittles candy (right) is shown for scale.
help students
perceive
structures. Using biocompatible resin, the researchers 3D printed
protein models 2–20 mm in diameter. The researchers also cast
edible gelatin versions. They then tested these oral teaching aids
alongside visual and manual ones with college and elementary
students who were not visually impaired. The students identified and
remembered proteins about equally well across the three types. The
team hopes to collaborate with other researchers to further develop
this idea into a workable and widely used learning tool.

Ice has a reputation of being rigid, brittle, and
prone to shatter. So researchers led by Xin Guo
and Limin Tong at
Zhejiang University
were surprised to find
that, when grown as
microscopic, fiber-like
crystals, ice is bendy
and elastic (Science
2021, DOI: 10.1126/
science.abh3754).
Naturally formed ice
Researchers have grown microfiber
typically contains air
crystals of ice that are surprisingly
bubbles and cracks.
elastic.
For this study, the
researchers wanted
ice without imperfections. Using an electric field in
a freezing chamber, the team grew nearly perfect
hexagonal crystals ranging from 10 μm to less than
0.8 μm in diameter. While most hard materials
can’t bend when made very thin, like notoriously
fragile glass fiber-optic cables, these microfiber ice
crystals can bend into a radius of curvature that
almost reaches the theoretical limit. No applications
currently exist for flexible ice, but the finding
sheds new light on how a common material defies
expectations when made extremely small and under
perfect conditions.
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Three types of venomspitting snakes evolved
the same chemical
defense independently.

A triboelectric nanogenerator
like this restored sense of
touch in rats.

C R ED I T: ACS N A N O (N AN O G E N E RATO R ); YAN GJ I E L I (G L ASS); S H U T T E RSTO CK (A N T )

Restoring touch with
static charge
We feel the world around us with the help of
nerves in our skin. We lack a reliable way to
restore the sense of touch when those nerves
are damaged. This year, a team of researchers
led by Ben M. Maoz of Tel Aviv University
engineered tiny devices known as triboelectric
nanogenerators (TENGs) that can be implanted
under the skin of animals to power up injured
nerves (ACS Nano 2021, DOI: 10.1021/
acsnano.0c10141). The nanogenerators harness
static electricity to deliver their power. The team
created a TENG about 25 mm2 by layering
cellulose and polydimethylsiloxane. Compressing
the TENG generated friction between the layers
of those two materials, driving an exchange of
electrons and creating a small voltage of up to
2 V. A wire connected to thin layers of gold that
sandwiched the two materials conveyed the
resulting current to an electrode that wound
around a nerve, stimulating it. When tested
on animals with damaged nerves, the devices
restored sensation.

Ant teeth are sharp
and durable thanks to
distributed zinc atoms.

Glass can act as a strong base
to catalyze reactions and
degrade various reagents.

Glass catalyst
This year, a team led by Yangjie Li of Purdue University
found that glass beads can facilitate many base-catalyzed
reactions, suggesting that glass could be used as a green
catalyst in place of toxic or expensive chemicals (Chem. Sci.
2021, DOI: 10.1039/d1sc02708e). The team added glass
microspheres to thousands of reaction conditions to see
how the glass would react. Glass’s surface is covered with
dissociable silanol groups, giving it a negative charge when it
is in contact with solution. With this negative charge, glass
can act like a strong base, producing nucleophilic solvent
anions that can catalyze reactions. The team also found that
glass can degrade biomolecules such as lipids, meaning glass
vessels used for bioanalytical experiments might disrupt
those studies.

Heavy-metal ant teeth
Thinner than a human hair but strong enough to slice through tough leaves
and flesh, the average ant tooth is much more than it seems. This year, a
team of researchers led by Robert Schofield of the University of Oregon found
that ants’ teeth get their strength from a uniformly distributed layer of zinc
atoms along the edges. This layer of atoms allows ants to use at least 60%
less force than if their teeth had a similar composition to that of humans’
teeth (Sci. Rep. 2021, DOI: 10.1038/s41598-021-91795-y). Ant teeth
are so small that electron microscopy can’t analyze their makeup. Using
atom probe tomography, though, researchers were able to image the tips
of ant teeth. Although human teeth and crab claws are hard, they contain
nodules of interspersed minerals, making them vulnerable to crack. Ant
teeth, however, are made of a protein that binds zinc atoms along the edges.
This makes the edges razor sharp and able to evenly distribute force. The
researchers are now looking into the composition of scorpion stingers and
spider fangs to see what molecular adaptations they have.
DECEMBER 13/20, 2021 | CEN.ACS.ORG | C&EN
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RECYCLING

Plastics recycling
rocketed forward
Chemists cooked up new tricks
to break down polymers
LEIGH KRIETSCH BOERNER, C&EN STAFF

I

n 2021, plastics recycling got a
whole new vibe. At least that’s the
way Bert Weckhuysen, an inorganic
chemist at Utrecht University, puts
it. The scientific community has known
for years that recycling plastics is an important but difficult problem that has progressed slowly toward solutions.
In the past year, however, “there is really a surge—almost everyone is jumping
on things,” Weckhuysen says. Chemists
are studying many aspects of the plastics
recycling problem. They are researching
ways to break down plastics with catalysts,
studying mechanical recycling, and rethinking how plastics are made in the first
place. Plastics have entered a stage of circular thinking, Weckhuysen says, in which
scientists design the polymers with a focus
on what will happen to the materials after
their initial use.
One way researchers designed plastics
with reuse in mind was to make plastics
out of polymers that can be chemically
broken down into monomers, which
can then be made into the polymers
again. For example, this year, Cornell
University chemist Geoffrey W. Coates
and coworkers synthesized a polymer

broken-down monomers. These samples
contained labels, glues, “and probably a
little bit of Gatorade,” Abel said. Even so,
the team recovered as much as 98% of the
monomer.
In this same vein, Junpeng Wang
Indium bromide
and colleagues at the University
O
O O
O
of Akron developed a polymer
n
Strong acid catalyst,
that scientists can break into
Monomer distillation >73 °C
Polymer
monomers with the help of ring
that chemists can both separate into
strain (Nat. Chem. 2021, DOI: 10.1038/
monomers and recover from a mixture
s41557-021-00748-5). The group created a
of plastics (Science 2021, DOI: 10.1126/
polymer made of cyclooctene monomers
science.abh0626).
in which a four-membered cyclobutane
On its own, the polyacetal polymer is
ring is fused to the eight-membered ring.
stable at temperatures up to 325 °C. But
With a ruthenium catalyst, the cycloocafter the researchers added a strong acid
tene zips itself into a polymer below room
catalyst, they could break the polymer
temperature (shown). The material can
down into its monomer constituents
fall apart into monomers again when the
(shown) above 73 °C.
The monomers are
liquid at this temperaPolymerization
n
ture, which made it
Depolymerization
easy for the team to
H3CO
OCH3
separate them from
H3CO
OCH3
Polymer
other plastics that
Monomer
were still solids under
these conditions. Brooks A. Abel, who is
chemists heat it and the catalyst to 50 °C.
one of the study’s authors and is now at
Without the catalyst, the polymer is stable
the University of California, Berkeley, told
up to 370 °C. The team can change funcC&EN earlier this year that the researchtional groups on the polymer backbone to
ers picked through recycling bins, chopped tailor its properties. Because of this variup the plastics they found, and dumped
ability, the researchers think that the polythe mix into the flask with their polymer
mers could find multiple uses, including as
to test how easy it was to separate out the
plastics or rubbers.

“Everything is made to be stable,
to be durable, which is good.” But
how do you make something that’s
biodegradable but also stable?
—Bert Weckhuysen, inorganic chemist, Utrecht University
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Encapsulated enzymes distributed throughout polycaprolactone can accelerate the
breakdown of the material in the presence of heat and humidity. Photos show the
material before and after composting for 3 days.
Developing new types of plastics and
polymers that have built-in recycling
features is an important approach to the
plastics recycling problem, Utrecht’s
Weckhuysen says. One major question is
whether to make plastics biodegradable by
design, he says, and this comes down to
whether the polymers can still be durable.

“Everything is made to be stable, to be
durable, which is good,” Weckhuysen says.
But how do you make something that’s
biodegradable but also stable?
Ting Xu, a chemical engineer at the
University of California, Berkeley, and
colleagues have figured out how to make
a plastic that’s both. The group encased

plastic-chomping enzymes in a protective
coating and incorporated the resulting
nanoparticles into polycaprolactone
and polylactic acid plastics as they
were being made (Nature 2021, DOI:
10.1038/s41586-021-03408-3). When the
researchers exposed these plastics to
humidity and either heat or ultraviolet
light, the protective coating broke
down, releasing the enzymes. The team
could break down as much as 98% of
the polymers in 30 h, depending on
the polymer and the temperature. The
depolymerization process leaves behind
lactic acid, which people can pour down
the drain or add to their garden, Xu told
C&EN earlier this year.
New plastics recycling technologies and
strategies are needed because our society will keep using plastics, Weckhuysen
says. “People can complain about plastic,
but plastic has brought us a lot,” he says.
We’ve seen the importance of plastics
during the COVID-19 pandemic, he says.
Hospitals need to use plastics to protect
staff and patients against infection, such
as in plastic face shields or medical waste
bags. Our need for plastics will continue
in the future, which Weckhuysen says
will require chemists to rethink classical
plastics.
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SYNTHESIS

Molecular editing made its mark
Strategies for remodeling
molecules had a breakout year

F

F

F

F
O

O

Blue light

HO
O

BETHANY HALFORD, C&EN STAFF

W

hen chemists construct
drug candidates, there’s
an aspect of the design
process that’s kind of like
grappling in the dark. Would the molecule
fit its target better if it had a five-membered ring instead of a six-membered ring?
What if there were a nitrogen instead of
a carbon at a particular spot? Such subtle

ing indoles to quinolines (J. Am. Chem. Soc.
2021, DOI: 10.1021/jacs.1c06287). Richmond
Sarpong’s lab at the University of California, Berkeley, discovered a light-powered
rearrangement that turns saturated heterocycles with six atoms into five-carbon rings
with pendant amines, alcohols, or thiols
(Science 2021, DOI: 10.1126/science.abi7183).
Transformations like these tantalize
medicinal chemists with
O
the prospect of quickly and
NO
cleanly making dramatic
O
changes to the complex molF3 C
ecules in their companies’
O
NH
Anomeric amide
libraries. In fact, Sarpong
and Levin say they were inspired to pursue these reacN2
tions after reading calls from
pharmaceutical chemists to
N
N
develop new reactions, like
molecular editing, that could alter existing
Nitrogen-deletion chemistry can
transform pyrrolidines into cyclobutanes. compounds to explore new chemical space.
Molecular editing “evokes something
that I think everybody agrees on, which
tweaks are easy to make on paper but
is that synthesis should be easier,” Levin
often require chemists to build the redesays. “It should be as easy as editing a
signed molecule from scratch. Molecular
structure on your computer.”
editing—reactions which selectively inEven with these remarkable new reacsert, delete, or exchange an atom in a comtions, the phrase molecular editing causes
plex molecule—aims to change that.
some chemists to bristle. “If you take it on
Molecular editing is having a moment.
its face, it’s a synonym for a chemical reacIn 2021, chemists published several
tion,” Levin says. “At a certain level, every
high-profile papers that feature molecular
reaction is a molecular edit because you
editing. Chemists in Mark D. Levin’s lab
are making a change to the molecule.”
at the University of Chicago developed a
“There are many in our community who
reaction that could snip the nitrogen out
will roll their eyes,” Sarpong adds. “They
of a secondary amine, allowing chemists
don’t want to add to the lexicon of terms
to make, for example, cyclobutanes from
that already exists in chemistry.”
pyrrolidines (Nature 2021, DOI: 10.1038/
But Levin and Sarpong say molecular
s41586-021-03448-9). Levin’s lab also reported a reaction that could add carbons to editing is distinct from well-established
chemistry and from reactions that
certain nitrogen-containing rings, convert-

Molecular editing “evokes something that
I think everybody agrees on, which is that
synthesis should be easier. It should be as easy
as editing a structure on your computer.”
—Mark D. Levin, professor, University of Chicago

Blue light rearranges tetrahydropyrans
into cyclopentyl alcohols.
change substituents on the periphery of
a molecule. Molecular editing, they say,
transforms a molecule’s core structure—
typically a ring of some kind—using just
one or two reactions that aren’t intuitive.
Levin says he sometimes describes molecular editing in terms of remodeling a
house: you make a substantial structural
change rather than tearing the whole
house down and rebuilding.
“The aspect of it that truly, in my opinion, resonates with people is the precision
that you can achieve,” Sarpong says. He
points to Levin’s nitrogen-deletion paper
as a prime example. “Add your pixie dust,
and in a single step, you can get this magical transmogrification.”
Levin and Sarpong say that molecular
editing is still in its infancy as a field. They
liken it to where the field of C–H functionalization was 30 years ago. In that field,
N N
Cl

N
H

N

Indoles react with a chlorodiazirine to
form quinolines.
chemists coax reactivity out of specific
C–H bonds on a molecule. C–H functionalization encouraged chemists to think
about changing parts of a molecule that
used to be considered inert, Levin says.
Molecular editing takes that a step further,
he says. It asks chemists to look at the
whole molecule as an opportunity.
“There’s a lot that we can’t do yet,”
Levin says. But he’s hopeful that someday soon, swapping a nitrogen atom for a
carbon in benzene to make it pyridine, for
example, will be as easy to do in a flask as
it is to do with a pencil and an eraser.
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Individual proteins (shown in
various colors) fit together into
complexes. Emerging modeling
techniques have been used to
predict these structures.

PROTEIN FOLDING

In 2021, artificial intelligence methods
helped the field produce a bumper
crop of protein structures
LAURA HOWES, C&EN STAFF

S

tructural and computational
biologists made tremendous
advances this past year using artificial intelligence techniques, like
neural networks, to predict the way proteins fold. Methods that can take a protein
sequence and predict how it will fold are

critical to helping scientists better understand biological systems, including guiding
drug developers to design molecules to
hit specific targets. But more importantly,
experts say this boom in protein structure
prediction is the beginning of something,
not the end.

The challenge of predicting protein
shape and geometry is in taking the primary structure of proteins—the long list of
individual amino acids—and spitting out a
reliable 3D structure. There are 20 natural
amino acids, each with a different side
chain and therefore unique chemistry.
These units interact with one another and
the surrounding environment, causing
protein strands to shimmy into various
functional shapes, including small peptides that act as signaling molecules and
large, complicated biomachines that run
the basic functions of life.
Traditionally, solving these puzzles of
structural biology involved experimental

“DNA sequencing for almost any organism is now
routine, and being able to convert a protein sequence
into a structure opens many new possibilities.”
—Janet Thornton, director emeritus, European Bioinformatics Institute
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Protein structure prediction
reached a new level

CR E DI T: I A N H AY DO N / U W M E DI CI N E I N ST I T U T E FO R P ROT E I N DESI G N (RO SE T TAFOL D) ; DE E PMI N D (ALPH AFOLD, ORF8)

techniques such as X-ray crystallography
and cryo-electron microscopy. But for
decades, researchers have tried to
build computer programs that
could predict structures using
just the basic information held
in the linear sequence of amino acids.
In the early 1990s, computational
biologist John Moult of the University of
Maryland and several other scientists set
up an international competition called the
Critical Assessment of Protein Structure
Prediction (CASP) to advance the field.
Every 2 years, groups of scientists around
the world competed in analyzing data sets
and protein sequences and predicting
structures. Over time, the algorithms got
better and better. But then a team from the
AI company DeepMind changed the game.
At the end of November 2020, at CASP,
the company demonstrated an AI tool
called the AlphaFold algorithm, which
could predict protein structures that
matched what traditional structural biology techniques could obtain, the gold
standard for evaluating such prediction
algorithms.
“You could feel something extraordinary has happened,” Moult says, referring to AlphaFold’s success at CASP. But
what’s more, “AlphaFold provided the
proof of concept” for others in the field,
he says. Rather than feel defeated, other
computational chemists in the field seem
to have been energized by the success of
AlphaFold. In the last year, the publication
rate of new papers on protein structure
prediction has surprised even veterans
of protein structure prediction. As Moult
says, the announcement last year “was the
beginning of something, not the end of
something.”

This image shows
the structure of
human interleukin-12
bound to its receptor,
as predicted by
the software
RoseTTAFold.

AlphaFold
predicted
this structure
for mediator
of RNA
polymerase II
transcription
subunit 23.
For example, Sameer Velankar of the
European Molecular Biology Laboratory
(EMBL) and colleagues have worked with
DeepMind scientists to use the AlphaFold
code to predict huge numbers of unknown
protein structures and create databases to
hold them all (Nature 2021, DOI: 10.1038/
s41586-021-03828-1). Meanwhile, David
Baker’s team at the University of Washington has improved its prediction algorithm
and provided the code to researchers in
the community to use (Science 2021, DOI:
10.1126/science.abj8754).
More recently, groups have managed
to make progress in predicting protein-protein interactions and the structures of protein complexes, something
that researchers thought would take
several more years to solve. Baker’s team
studied such complexes in the yeast
proteome (Science 2021, DOI: 10.1126/
science.abm4805), and a collaboration
between Pedro Beltrao at the EMBL’s
European Bioinformatics Institute and
Arne Elofsson at Stockholm Univer-

sity worked with data relating to the
human proteome (bioRxiv 2021, DOI:
10.1101/2021.11.08.467664). Throughout
2021, a friendly arms race played out on
preprint servers, where research groups
uploaded their findings as quickly as
possible.
These recent advances should
provide scientists with more tools
to study the molecular details
of biological systems. “Most biological functions at the molecular
level rely on recognition and specificity
between molecules,” says Janet Thornton,
director emeritus of the European Bioinformatics Institute. Researchers need detailed knowledge of the various biological
structures involved to understand these
interactions—for example, when designing new therapeutics. “DNA sequencing

This
model
shows
the viral
protein
ORF8 from
SARS-CoV-2
used in the most
recent Critical
Assessment
of Protein
Structure
Prediction
competition.
The prediction
(blue) closely
matches the
experimentally
determined
structure
(green).

for almost
any organism
is now routine,
and being able to
convert a protein sequence to a structure
opens many new possibilities,” she says.
Alphabet, the
parent company of
DeepMind, obviously
sees the possibilities
too, having recently launched a drug
discovery company
called Isomorphic
Labs that plans to
build on AlphaFold’s success. But Moult
believes that there are other avenues of
research that AI could aid. These include
predicting how molecules bind proteins,
designing and repurposing drugs, and
interpreting spectroscopy data. Looking
further ahead, he expects AI and machine
learning “will open up biology we don’t
even understand.” Right now, he says,
everything has changed but the way we
think.
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COVID-19 missteps
revealed in 2021
Researchers continued to make enormous
gains against the virus this year, and
they learned from a few mistakes
SAM LEMONICK, C&EN STAFF

T

he scientific response to the
COVID-19 pandemic was swift
and forceful. Researchers from
every discipline around the
globe turned their attention to fighting
the virus and saving lives, and the results
are a credit to science. Safe and effective vaccines were available in less than
a year, and new treatments continue to
emerge. But there have been missteps
and false starts as well. Mistakes and
dead ends are nothing new to scientists,
although the urgency of the pandemic
and the public’s hunger for hopeful news
may have contributed to the frequency
of missteps and their visibility in mass
media.
Experts on science policy and science
communication don’t fault scientists for
mistakes in the lab; those are normal at
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any time and especially in the early stages
of research. “We knew science would go
completely wrong in the process,” says
Dietram Scheufele, a professor of science
communication at the University of Wisconsin–Madison. “But we basically didn’t
acknowledge that at all.” Scheufele and
other experts say that researchers and
public health officials could have done
better when talking to people about ongoing research on COVID-19. Instead,
researchers and government officials
presented new findings and recommendations—like whether to wear a mask or who
should get a vaccine booster—with more
certainty than science could really justify.
And although people continue to trust
science and scientists in general, some
groups have been skeptical of research
findings and public health recommenda-

The Coronavirus Structural
Task Force found SARSCoV-2 protein models with
errors (left) and corrected
them (right).

tions, even embracing treatments with no
demonstrated benefit.
Science communication experts say
that one possible solution is being more
transparent about the mechanisms that
make the scientific process trustworthy,
such as independent peer review and
journal article retractions, and being
forthright about when the science might
be wrong.
This year provided several examples of
scientists encountering, and sometimes
correcting, COVID-19 research that wasn’t
quite up to snuff or didn’t have the expected impact. The year also provided scientists with ways to continue advancing their
research fields.

Structural issues
One of science’s first toeholds in the
long climb out of this pandemic was the
genomic sequence of SARS-CoV-2, the
virus that causes COVID-19. It was deciphered in early January 2020 (Nature
2020, DOI: 10.1038/s41586-020-2008-3).
Shortly thereafter, researchers began solving the structures of the virus’s proteins,
which enable the pathogen to enter our

C R E D I T: TR I STA N C ROL L/CO RON AV I RUS ST RU CT URA L TAS K FO RCE

INFECTIOUS DISEASE
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cells and replicate. Those structures, and
the detailed computer models of the virus
and its proteins that followed, helped scientists and doctors develop vaccines and
therapeutics.
But protein structures are only as helpful as they are accurate. That’s why members of the Coronavirus Structural Task
Force spent time this year checking new
SARS-CoV-2 protein structures uploaded
to the Protein Data Bank (PDB), one of the
world’s largest open structure databases.
They looked for out-of-place amino acid
side chains, unfavorable steric interactions, and other errors. Inaccurate structures can impede drug designers’ ability to
predict molecules that might target those
proteins. When the task force found a mistake, it shared a corrected structure on its
website and contacted the authors of the
original structure, who can—and in most
cases did—upload the correct protein
structure to the PDB.

Computational scientists have made
detailed models of the SARS-CoV-2
spike protein since the early months of
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Because automated
structural biology tools
and protein sequence data
are becoming more available, researchers with little
experience or specialist
knowledge can produce and
share new protein structures in just weeks, before
other researchers can check
the models’ accuracy. This
problem was exacerbated
last year in the rush to
address the COVID-19 pandemic. To solve this issue,
the task force has called on
Public health officials can test wastewater to spot
the structural biology comCOVID-19 outbreaks, but the technique has limits.
munity to change the way it
results with lab studies (Chem. Soc. Rev.
shares data and documents and addresses
2021, DOI: 10.1039/d0cs01065k). At
structural errors (Nat. Struct. Mol. Biol.
one point, the preprint server bioRxiv
2021, DOI: 10.1038/s41594-021-00593-7).
stopped accepting computational papers
on possible COVID-19 therapeutics if
they lacked experimental verification.
And although the artificial intelligence
Drug developers leaped into the fight
company Insilico Medicine announced in
against COVID-19 from the pandemic’s
February 2020 that it had predicted two
earliest days. Some of the therapeutics
they researched, like monoclonal antibody potential COVID-19 therapeutics, neither
has panned out so far.
treatments and antivirals, including remdesivir, proved helpful. But many other
molecules failed to deliver on their initial
promise.
The most prominent example is hyBesides treating COVID-19, scientists
droxychloroquine. Remembered now
also worked on ways to better identify
as the drug that former US president
infected people to try to stop the virus’s
Donald J. Trump
spread. Wastewater
N
promoted as a cure Cl
monitoring emerged as
for COVID-19, hya relatively cheap way
droxychloroquine
to catch COVID-19 outwas one of several
HN
OH breaks early, since viral
N
already-approved
particles appear in feces—
drugs that showed
and thus in the water
promising antiviral
we flush into municipal
Hydroxychloroquine
activity in very
sewer systems—before
early cell studies.
infected people show
Some repurposed drugs, such as
Finding new uses
symptoms. By the second
hydroxychloroquine, showed early
for treatments
half of 2021, researchers
promise against SARS-CoV-2,
already on the
were beginning to see
but most proved to be ineffective
market is known as treatments.
the limitations of that
drug repurposing,
approach. Scientists can
and it can be a faster route to new theracalculate case numbers from wastewater
pies than starting from scratch. But furdata, but not very precisely. And this kind
ther investigation of hydroxychloroquine
of testing can’t say which individuals in a
and almost two dozen other repurposed
dormitory or office building—let alone a
drugs found that these compounds were
town or city—are infected. Researchers
harming infected cells but not stopping
have also found it difficult to identify
the virus (Science 2021, DOI: 10.1126/
new variants of the virus in wastewater
science.abi4708).
because they are rarely able to sequence
Computational chemists also tried
entire viral genomes. Nonetheless, wastefinding COVID-19 therapeutics, without
water-monitoring scientists say that the
much success. One review of the efforts
lessons learned and equipment installed
found that hundreds of published comduring the COVID-19 pandemic will make
putational studies lacked rigor, failing
the technique a useful public health tool
in particular to back up computational
for the future.

Repurposed drugs faded

Water wasted?
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What to watch for in 2022
Experts predict next year’s big chemistry research trends
Javier García Martínez, presidentelect, International Union of Pure
and Applied Chemistry

“The highly publicized social unrest in 2021
inspired calls to the
STEM [science,
technology, engineering,
and mathematics]
community to redress
the institutionalized
systems, mechanisms,
and attitudes of exclusion
that assure racially biased
outcomes in science
and technology. Equityminded scientists will
continue to challenge
our community to move
beyond the status-quo perceptions of who gets
to become a scientist and who gets recognition
as a producer of knowledge. But if
past is precedent, look for heightened
backlash against these efforts.
Meanwhile, inclusive, interdisciplinary
scientific teams will catalyze the
development of robust, equityLearn
centered solutions to complex
more in C&EN’s
challenges associated with air
2022 predictions
pollution (particularly in megacities)
webinar at cenm.
and environmental justice.”
ag/2022predictions.

“Among all the exciting new trends in
catalysis, I would like to mention the
photocatalytic conversion of CO2 into useful
chemicals. In the last few years, we have
seen not only significant
improvements in overall
CO2 conversion yields, but
also in selectivity towards
increasingly complex and
useful molecules with
multiple carbon atoms and a
variety of functional groups.
Based on the impressive
advances in this field over
the past few years, I am
convinced that during 2022,
we will see
some significant
breakthroughs in terms of what
we can do with CO2 using only
sunlight to drive its conversion
into useful chemicals.”

More
online

Note: García Martínez is a
member of C&EN’s advisory
board.
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Vernon Morris, atmospheric chemist,
Arizona State University
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Laura-Isobel McCall, analytical
chemist, University of Oklahoma

Eugene Y.-X. Chen, polymer chemist,
Colorado State University

“Now that several new methods have
expanded our ability to annotate metabolite
features, I am hopeful
that scientists beyond
the groups that
developed these methods
will begin to implement
them. I will be watching
for new biological
insights generated from
analytical chemistry
and computational
structure prediction
tools. A key step will be
increasing confidence
in the output of in silico
tools, especially with regards to rankings of
predicted structures. I also think that we’re
all hungry to reclaim the sense of community
that was lost during the pandemic. This may
lead to a growth in collaborative research
projects, with new perspectives on the ‘tough
questions.’ ”

“The plastics problem is not just about the
plastic pollution crisis that everyone witnesses
but also about energy and climate change, as
plastics manufacturing is predicted to account
for 20% of global petroleum consumption and
15% of the carbon budget
by 2050. Furthermore,
while this is a global
problem, R&D activities are
not yet globally connected.
In 2022, with researchers
hoping to travel more
freely, we will see a burst
of cross-disciplinary,
collaborative activities
not only in publications
but also in international
summits and conferences
towards our common
goal of creating innovative and sustainable
solutions to meet this urgent challenge of
our time.”

Corinna Schindler, synthetic organic
chemist, University of Michigan
“In organic chemistry, I expect that we will see
the trend of skeletal or molecular editing continue
to grow. Mark Levin’s
young research group
at the University of
Chicago created a lot
of interest earlier this
year with their work on
skeletal editing through
nitrogen deletion. They
developed a creative and
unexpected approach
that got many chemists
in the field fascinated.
The question is very
captivating—can you
take a complex molecule and turn it into a very
different one (that would take many steps to
make) by one simple synthetic transformation?
I anticipate that chemists will build on these
results to quickly get their hands on new, complex
molecules that will have important biological
functions.”

Diego Solis-Ibarra, materials
chemist, National Autonomous
University of Mexico
“After a little over a decade of excitement
and development, 2022 is likely to be the
year in which perovskite photovoltaics
will finally see the light at a commercial
stage. This milestone will surely bring a
lot of knowledge,
questions, and
challenges to the
field. Simultaneously,
perovskites and
perovskite-inspired
materials will further
venture into new
territories beyond
solar cells and lightemitting diodes.
Frontier applications,
such as spintronics,
detectors, transistors,
and catalysts, are some of the exciting
avenues that the field will undoubtedly
be exploring.”
DECEMBER 13/20, 2021 | CEN.ACS.ORG | C&EN
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Looking at my ACS presidential
year through the eyes of a pandemic
LUIS ECHEGOYEN, ACS IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
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holding research group meetings online
for about a year, returning to face-to-face
discussions in 2021 was like a totally new
and rewarding experience, with strong interactions and productive exchanges that
did not happen through a 2D screen.
Will things ever return to “normal,”
whatever the word means? I think it is
evident that we will return to a different
order of things, perhaps a hybrid world
where the integration of all platforms,
in-person and virtual,
will be seamless and

Advance Inclusion in Chemistry.” Goal 5
states, “Promote diversity, equity, inclusion, and respect; identify and dismantle
barriers to success; and create a welcoming
and supportive environment so that all
ACS members, employees, and volunteers
can thrive.” These additions and changes
are now an integral part of the fiber of ACS
and are being strengthened by the creation
and launch of a new ACS Office of Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Respect, which
is headed by a new vice president who reports directly to the CEO. These initiatives

ACS is strongly committed
to DEIR and is on its
way to providing an
inclusive environment.
conducive to better communication and even to
higher productivity. I
envision an evolution from 2D to 3D communication platforms that are at least as
good as in-person contacts—perhaps even
augmented in some ways.
I want to end this Comment by saying that 2020 was a year of fundamental
changes, some specifically resulting from
racial unrest. Particularly significant was
the murder of George Floyd, a Black man,
by White Minneapolis police officers. The
killing initiated dramatic protests across
the globe, marking the beginning of a new
era in racial awareness and activism against
all forms of racism and discrimination in
general. ACS took a very strong position to
condemn this murder and, perhaps more
importantly, it started a very intentional
and active communication strategy with
its leadership teams that have led to true
changes in how the society approaches
issues of diversity, equity, inclusion, and respect (DEIR). DEIR is now included among
the core values of ACS, and in December
2020, the ACS Board approved the addition
of a fifth goal for the society, “Embrace and

and changes clearly say that ACS is strongly committed to DEIR and is on its way to
providing an inclusive environment in the
society to welcome all our talented members without exceptions. It’s a shame that
these changes had to derive from tragic
happenings in 2020, but I am thankful that
we have progressed because of them.
The ACS of the future will provide an
environment where all its members have
a sense of belonging across every level
of the society, prepare and hold leaders
accountable for DEIR performance, provide rewards and recognitions that reflect
inclusivity and involvement of new members, and ensure that communications are
transparent, accessible, and consistent.
My presidential year was full of challenges and difficult situations, but some of
the outcomes, such as our new collective
commitment to DEIR, were well worth the
effort. ACS is now a society ready for the
21st century, and we hope that our large
membership works together so that we
can reach new heights.

Views expressed are those of the author and
not necessarily those of C&EN or ACS.
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ho could have predicted that I would serve as
president of the American
Chemical Society in 2020
almost exactly in synchronization with the
first year of the COVID-19 pandemic? It
was a very eventful year that changed the
lives of most people in the world and continues to provide us all with multiple challenges and uncertainties. We are constantly
chasing new mutant strains and preparing
new vaccines and therapeutic agents against
them in a race that seems
impossible to predict or
fully control, because we
are at the mercy of a tiny
entity that kills human
beings—without willful
intent but very efficiently.
Our lives have drastically changed: many of us
wear masks and wash our
hands frequently to minimize the chances of infection, work from home
to avoid human contact,
and have learned how to communicate
reasonably efficiently using multiple virtual
platforms. How much longer is this going
to last? We don’t really know. Will we have
to learn how to live with it on an annual
basis like we do with the flu? It seems likely.
My last official ACS trip in 2020 was to
Israel, where I gave the opening plenary
lecture at the 85th Annual Meeting of
the Israel Chemical Society in Jerusalem
on Feb. 18. The next time I attended an
in-person meeting on behalf of ACS was
18 months later at the Rocky Mountain Regional Meeting in late October 2021. I managed to give many virtual lectures nationally and internationally in 2020–21 after
becoming proficient in using Zoom, but I
admit that I am not a fan of these. The lack
of personal contact limits the extent of the
interactions and stifles the possibilities of
establishing collaborations, especially new
ones. In my view, virtual meetings are effective at communicating mostly published
or soon-to-be-published results that can
be easily read online at your leisure. After
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Highlights from National
Chemistry Week 2021
The theme ‘Fast or Slow . . . Chemistry
Makes It Go!’ celebrated reaction rates
ALEXANDRA A. TAYLOR, C&EN STAFF
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T

his year’s National Chemistry
“As a longtime NCW volunteer, I have
Week (NCW) explored the
always enjoyed these amazing communiworld of reaction rates with the ty-based activities. This year, despite the
theme “Fast or Slow . . . Chempandemic, our volunteers from across the
istry Makes It Go!” As part of the annual
world did a wonderful job, interacting with
outreach event, participants investigated
students, their parents, and others in the
how temperature, pressure, concentracommunity, and showing them the value of
tion, the presence of a catalyst, and other
chemistry in everyday life,” says ACS presvariables can influence reaction rates.
ident H. N. Cheng. “We should thank them
This year, 117 American Chemical Society
for their commitment and enthusiasm and
local sections and 4 international chapcongratulate them for their success.”
ters participated in the event.
More than 80,000 print copies of the
“This year’s NCW theme was such a fun
NCW publication Celebrating Chemistry
way to explore the world of reaction rates
were distributed in English, and 11,000
while asking the question, ‘How can I catacopies were distributed in Spanish. The
lyze change?’ ” says Holly Davis, chair of the NCW Illustrated Poem Contest received
ACS Committee on Community Activities.
72 entries from local sections, from which
“I cannot express enough gratitude for the
a total of eight first- and second-place winvolunteers that joined this celebration and
ners were chosen (see box on page 51).
planned safe and fun outreach events all
Here are highlights from this year’s
over the world to engage the public with
celebration, listed alphabetically by group
chemistry.”
name and reported by ACS loIn 1987, ACS immediate past The Puerto Rico
cal sections:
president George Pimentel
Local Section
California Local Section
launched the outreach event
held its traditional
volunteers delighted scores
as National Chemistry Day. It
Festival de Química of visitors at the Solano Avewas such a success that ACS
at the Paseo de
nue Sidewalk a-Faire. Visitors
extended it to a weeklong
la Princesa in Old
experienced the iodine clock
event starting in 1993.
San Juan.
reaction and made bracelets

with UV color-changing beads. Students
at California State University, Stanislaus,
gathered in their campus lab to present the
apple-browning activity virtually to middle
schoolers.
In the Carolina-Piedmont Local Section, the students at Arborbrook Christian
Academy in Waxhaw, North Carolina, conducted experiments using pop rocks and
glow sticks.
Volunteers from the Central Ohio Valley
Local Section did hands-on chemistry activities with children at Heritage Farm’s Fall
Festival. Over 120 children explored how
temperature, acidity, and surface area affect
the fizzing rate of Alka-Seltzer tablets. They
also launched corks over the creek with
baking soda and vinegar bottle rockets.
The Central Wisconsin Local Section
held an outdoor event in a nature preserve
featuring hands-on activities, demonstrations by students from the University of
Wisconsin–Stevens Point, and giveaways.
Volunteers in the Cincinnati Local
Section performed demonstrations in the
local library. Eight volunteers presented
demos in person at the Cincinnati Museum Center.
The Cleveland Local Section partnered
with the Cuyahoga County Public Library
system to design an online program based
on the theme, which included two chemistry demonstration videos and three handson experiment kits. Participants received
links to the videos and instructions for

Students at Arborbrook Christian
Academy conducted experiments using
glow sticks.
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each experiment, and then submitted answers to questions about the experiments online. The top three winners
in each grade group won cash prizes.
The Connecticut Valley Local Section
hosted an illustrated poem contest.
The Dallas–Fort Worth Local Section
Chemistry Connections event had over
1,300 guests and 180 volunteers from local
universities, colleges, industry, and high
school organizations.
In the East Tennessee Local Section,
the University of Tennessee, Knoxville
(UTK), Chemistry Department celebrated
with several public events, including media appearances, demo shows by student
chapters, and a special NCW display. Dr.
Al Hazari hosted the 31st Annual Chemistry Magic Show at UTK and a chemistry
magic show at the Vonore Public Library.
The Eastern New York Local Section
hosted an online celebration for the
second year. Seven participating groups
created videos of their members performing hands-on activities. The videos were
uploaded to YouTube. They also hosted an
illustrated poem contest.

Rohan Veer
Day in celebration of National Chemistry
Narula observes a
Week and the online digital exhibit “Tracchemical reaction
ing the Path,” a historic look back on the
of an acid with a
tornado that touched down in Kalamazoo,
base as part of the
Michigan, on May 13, 1980.
Northern New York
The Kentucky Lake Local Section partSection’s NCW
nered with the University of Tennessee at
celebration.
Martin Student Chapter and invited students from four other area universities to
The New Haven
present a chemistry demonstration show.
The demonstrations ranged from quick
Local Section celeand fiery to slow and surprising.
brated with an outdoor Halloween party.
The Maryland Local Section hosted ten
The Nigeria International Chemical
Sciences Chapter held a virtual event to
programs in public libraries in four Maryland counties. Programs featured activities celebrate. It featured talks, a Q&A session,
related to Brownian motion, diffusion,
virtual demonstrations, distribution of
the ideal gas law, solubility, and chemical
Celebrating Chemistry, and presentations
reaction rates. The programs were well-re- from student chapters.
ceived by children and adults alike.
The North Jersey Local Section hosted
In the Mid-Hudson Local Section, Vasthe 26th annual ChemExpo in partnership
with Liberty Science Center. Two local
sar College hosted a virtual College Bowl,
high schools and two colleges
West Point celebrated Mole Day
California State engaged over 1,400 visitors with
with mole cupcakes, and Marist
University,
demonstrations related to this
College hosted a Mole Day
Stanislaus,
year’s theme, including balloon
Breakfast.
Warriors
races that illustrated the rates of
The Nashville Local Section
Chemistry Club effervescence based on surface
sponsored a booth at the

South Florida Local Section board
members at the Museum of Discovery and
Science in Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Tennessee Science Teachers Conference
and gave away ACS and NCW resources to
more than 300 teachers. They also shared
the NCW publication Celebrating Chemistry
with two local museums for use during
after-school programs.
The Nebraska Local Section held its
annual SciPop interactive outreach in partnership with the Strategic Air Command
and Aerospace Museum and the Omaha
Local Section. The local section provided
four on-site activities. It gave out over
150 activity kits, which included four athome activities, an NCW handout, and a
copy of the book C’RONA Pandemic Comics
by Bob Hall, Judy Diamond, Liz VanWormer, and Judi M. gaiashkibos. There were
over 1,000 guests during the two-day event.

The Green Mountain Local Section
partnered with the student chapters from
Saint Michael’s College and Norwich
University to facilitate hands-on activities at the ECHO, Leahy Center for Lake
Champlain.
The Joliet Local Section held an
in-person event with virtual streaming via
YouTube that included student research
posters, an awards ceremony, and a keynote presentation.
The Kalamazoo Local Section partnered with the Kalamazoo Valley Museum
to cosponsor the 35th annual Chemistry
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area of Alka-Seltzer, the effects of temperature on fluorescence of glow sticks,
and effects on the oxidation of fruits and
vegetables.
The Northeast Wisconsin Local Section partnered with the Oshkosh Public
Library to celebrate NCW. The local section provided the Oshkosh Public Library
with over 120 activity kits, Celebrating
Chemistry, and illustrated poem contest
flyers. Copies of Celebrating Chemistry and
illustrated poem contest flyers went to
schools, libraries, museums, and groups
that serve children. Winning poems were
posted on the section’s Facebook page and
received a cash prize.
In the Northern New York Local Section, Dana Barry of Clarkson University
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promoted the theme to teachers and students. She encouraged the students to explore the chemistry of browning apples.
The Northwest Central Ohio Local Section provided teachers with materials and
instructions to perform all the activities in
Celebrating Chemistry with their students.
Nine teachers in five different schools participated, serving a total of 774 students.
Students from the Centenary College of
Louisiana Student Chapter packed up all
necessary supplies for each teacher, delivered them to the offices at their respective
schools, and shared a video that reviewed
background, activity specifics, and logistics. The teachers were very pleased to
receive these materials.
The Oklahoma Local Section held an
outreach event at the Science Museum
Oklahoma. Visitors were invited to watch
demonstrations and take part in hands-on
activities. Participants were given copies
of Celebrating Chemistry and several takehome activities.
The Puerto Rico Local Section held the
traditional Festival de Química at the Paseo
de la Princesa in Old San Juan, featuring
a hands-on demonstration related to the
NCW theme. The section also joined efforts with all the ACS Student Chapters and
ChemClubs. Activities included school visits, in-person and virtual chemical demonstration shows and hands-on activities, trivia and contests, conferences related to the
theme, and public exhibits. ChemClubs also
conducted chemistry shows, exhibitions,
and chemistry contests in their schools.
The San Gorgonio Local Section held
an event at California Baptist University.
The event, organized by the university’s
student chapter, hosted more than
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Participants at an outreach event held by
a student chapter in Nigeria
230 students and their guardians. 110 student volunteers presented demonstrations
or helped with hands-on activities. A total
of 25 tables were set up outdoors with a
variety of demonstrations and activities.
The Savannah River Local Section
hosted a hands-on science and demo
event in cooperation with the University
of South Carolina Aiken. The annual event
attracted exhibitors from local science
clubs and professional organizations in
the area, as well as over 2,500 children of
all ages and their families. Demonstrations
included the “traffic light” reaction and
the Briggs-Rauscher oscillating reaction.
The second event was a high school visit,
including the same demonstrations and a
discussion on careers in chemistry.
The South Florida Local Section
participated in various NCW activities,
including visiting elementary schools
during the week, hosting illustrated poem
and demo video contests, partnering
with two museums for themed events,
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NCW Illustrated Poem Contest winners
The ACS Committee on Community Activities and the ACS Office of Science Outreach
have announced the winners of the 2021 National Chemistry Week Illustrated Poem
Contest. K–12 students were invited to share their interpretation of this year’s theme,
“Fast or Slow . . . Chemistry Makes It Go,” in the form of illustrated poems. First-place
winners in each grade category received $300, and second-place winners received
$150. View all poems at www.acs.org/ncw.
K to 2nd grade
▸ First place: Olivia Pepelea, Indiana
Local Section
▸ Second place: Thalia Brennan,
Binghamton Local Section

6th to 8th grade
▸ First place: Calliope Brennan,
Binghamton Local Section
▸ Second place: Anika Khedekar,
Princeton Local Section

3rd to 5th grade
▸ First place: Caleb Kim, Princeton Local
Section
▸ Second place: Mira Murthy,
Pittsburgh Local Section

9th to 12th grade
▸ First place: Janie Lee, North Jersey
Local Section
▸ Second place: Henry Holt, Virginia
Blue Ridge Local Section

A student and her mother observe the
effect of temperature on the diffusion
of candy coating in water as part of the
Maryland Section’s NCW celebration.
and hosting a STEM@home virtual event
with the Younger Chemists Committee in
South Florida.
The Southern Nevada Local Section
hosted a fun-filled, hands-on event for
kids with the Discovery Children’s Museum in Las Vegas. Over 100 children
received gift bags with activity booklets,
stickers, and more.
In the Western Michigan Local Section, local chemists and chemistry clubs
from Grand Valley State University, Hope
College, and Aquinas College carried out
hands-on experiments for the public, set
up a station to make poetry for the illustrated poem contest, and gave away stickers, NCW masks, temporary tattoos, and
activity books.
The Wilson Dam Local Section partnered with the University of North Alabama Department of Physics and Earth
Science and Department of Chemistry
and Occupational Health Science to host
an event called “Chemistry and Star
Formation.”
NCW 2022 will take place Oct. 16–22
with the theme “Fabulous Fibers: The
Chemistry of Fabrics.” ◾
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AWARDS

▸ Nominations open for
Crano Memorial Lecture
The American Chemical Society Akron
Section is accepting nominations for the
Crano Memorial Lecture. The award consists of a $500 honorarium and engraved
plaque. In April, the recipient will deliver
a lecture at the University of Akron for a
technical audience and a second lecture
at a different venue for a general audience. Lectures can be delivered virtually.
Nominators should submit a CV with the
nomination to awards chair Charles M.
Kausch at cmkausch@hotmail.com by
Dec. 27.—ALEXANDRA TAYLOR

▸ 2022 CAS Future
Leaders program open
for applications
CAS, a division of the American Chemical Society, is accepting applications for
its 2022 CAS Future Leaders program.
The program will be held Aug. 15–20 in
Columbus, Ohio. Participants will also
attend the ACS Fall 2022 meeting in Chicago, to be held Aug. 20–25. The program
provides early-career scientists with
leadership training, plus opportunities to
network and learn from industry thought
leaders, entrepreneurs, and communicators. Applications will be accepted
between Dec. 6 and Jan. 16. Visit cas.org/
futureleaders for more information and to
apply.—ALEXANDRA TAYLOR

▸ New award
recognizes green
chemistry advances
from Asian CMOs
The ACS Green Chemistry Institute (GCI)
Pharmaceutical Roundtable has launched
a new award to encourage the adoption of
more sustainable practices and recognize
achievements in green chemistry applications at contract manufacturing organizations (CMOs) in Asia, where most of the
world’s active pharmaceutical ingredients
(APIs) are being produced. The CMO Excellence in Green Chemistry Award will
recognize greener advances in synthetic
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Two new awards honor
Nina McClelland
Two new awards are being launched in honor of the late Nina McClelland,
one by the American Chemical Society Green Chemistry Institute (GCI) and
one by the ACS Division of Business Development and Management (BMGT).
McClelland was a former chair of the ACS Board
of Directors and passed away in 2020. She was a
long-time advocate for environmental standards
and green chemistry and was instrumental in bringing the Green Chemistry Institute to the American
Chemical Society in 2001. She later served on the
institute’s governing board for many years.
GCI’s Nina McClelland Memorial Award, made
possible through a bequest from McClelland’s estate, will sponsor two postdoctoral scholars to travel and present their research at GCI’s Green Chemistry and Engineering Conference. Postdocs from
anywhere in the world may apply for the $2,000 award. The deadline is Dec. 31.
BMGT’s Dr. Nina I. McClelland Emerging Leader Award will recognize excellence in service and execution of leadership and management
of the chemical industry. The award aims to sustain McClelland’s legacy
and support emerging leaders in the chemical industry by recognizing
an outstanding individual in a midlevel career position. The deadline is
Feb. 14.—ALEXANDRA TAYLOR

route development for starting materials,
intermediates, or APIs, including reaction
conditions and chemical or manufacturing
technologies.
In addition, the ACS GCI Pharmaceutical Roundtable is seeking nominations for
the Peter J. Dunn Award for Green Chemistry and Engineering Impact in the Pharmaceutical Industry. Applicants for both
awards are being accepted through Dec. 31.
A representative from the winning company or team for each award will be invited
to present their innovations at the 26th
Annual Green Chemistry and Engineering
Conference in Reston, Virginia, June 6–8,
where the awards will be given publicly. To find out more, visit acsgcipr.org/
awards.—CHRISTIANA BRIDDELL, ACS staff

▸ Investment into
Industrial Internships
for Chemists program
accepting applications
The ACS Division of Business Development and Management (BMGT) is
accepting applications for the Investment into Industrial Internships for
Chemists (I4C) program, which provides

mentorship and funding to early-career
chemists from underrepresented communities who are interested in pursuing
careers in industry leadership and management. I4C is not an internship; the
program defrays the supplemental costs
associated with having an internship
that make it challenging for students
with limited income and funds to participate. The deadline is Feb. 1. Visit
bmgt.org/mentoring-program for more
information.—ALEXANDRA TAYLOR

▸ K. C. Nicolaou wins
Robert Koch Gold Medal
The Robert Koch Foundation has awarded K. C. Nicolaou its Gold Medal Award.
Nicolaou, the Harry C. and Olga K. Wiess
Professor of Chemistry at Rice University, is honored for his work developing
chemical synthesis routes for natural
products that can help treat disease,
including the anticancer drug paclitaxel
and the antibiotic vancomycin. The prestigious award is presented annually to
honor the life’s work of scientists in the
biomedical field.—ALEXANDRA TAYLOR

Please send announcements of awards to
acsnews.cen@acs.org.
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To connect with our Global Sales Team,
please visit acsmediakit.org/contact/

Dr. Jayaraman Sivaguru, Antonia and Marshall Wilson Professor of Chemistry and Associate
Director, Center for Photochemical Sciences at Bowling Green
State University was named as
the 2021 Honda-Fujishima Lectureship awardee by the Japanese
Photochemistry Assoication. This
award is given to a scientist who
has made an extremely outstanding achievement in the study of
photochemistry. Recent award
winners include Daniel Nocera
(Harvard Univ. USA), Albert M.
Brouwer (Univ. of Amsterdam,
Netherlands), Dongho Kim (Yonsei
University, Korea), Yuan-Pern Lee
(National Chiao Tung University,
Taiwan), Michael R. Wasielewski
(Northwestern, USA), Thorsten
Bach (Technische Universitaet
Muenchen, Germany), Miguel
Garcia-Garibay (UCLA, USA) and
Thomas J. Meyer (UNC-Chapel
Hill, USA). Prof. Sivaguru delivered his award lecture during the
Japanese Photochemistry assoication’s annual meeting in Fall
2021.
For details about the Japanese
Photochemistry Assoication visit https://photochemistry.jp/
eng/index.html
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Newscripts

Curating quirky
science since 1943

Picking apart
plectrum
polymers

movie film until the mid-20th century. The
company wouldn’t confirm Newscripts’s
queries as to their picks’ composition, so
this curious reporter burned one. Indeed,
it burst into flames like one would expect
nitrocellulose to do.
Herco and other companies introduced
guitar picks made from nylon in the 1960s.
Nylon is also used today in power-tool
obbies can turn ordinary peohousings, as fasteners, and in structural
ple into materials scientists.
components of cars. The nylon picks
Who hasn’t heard golfers brag
have a rough grip molded into the plastic.
about their clubs’ new carbon
Guitarists love that these picks don’t slip
fiber shafts or cyclists pontificate about
between their fingers. Nylon picks are also
their light titanium frames?
extremely durable, barely wearing down
But this Newscriptster recently peered
into a change purse full of guitar picks—or after many hours of use. The material is
somewhat flexible, and perhaps as a result,
plectra, to use the plural of the highfaluthe tone—at least this
tin term plectrum—and
guitarist finds—can be a
realized that the people
little dull.
who share his passion are
Polyacetal picks, usuno different. “Regardless
ally advertised under
of the genre of music
DuPont’s Delrin brand,
played, a pick provides
emerged in the early
an essential tonal foun1980s. These colorful
dation,” writes inventor
picks are extremely comSteven Patrick Pascale in
mon. Polyacetal is a stiff
a 2017 patent for a new
engineering polymer with
guitar pick design.
a slick surface. The mateGuitarists are indeed
rial can be found in gears
quite picky about their
for electronics with movpicks.
ing parts, like printers.
Many modern picks
This guitarist finds that
are made from a host of
polyacetal picks offer a
engineering polymers.
sharp attack and a clean,
But it wasn’t always so.
bright tone.
At one time, natural
However, many musitortoiseshell, typically
cians maintain that nylon
made from the shells of
picks have a brighter tone
hawksbill sea turtles, was
than polyacetal, with
the standard for picks, as
more treble or high-end
it was for eyeglasses and
frequencies. This reporter
combs. But it’s prohibited Take your pick: guitar picks
tried to settle the matter
to trade any objects made made from (from bottom
with another crude exof real tortoiseshell that
to top) polyacetal, nylon,
periment: using Spectrum
were manufactured after
polyacetal, and celluloid
Analyzer, a smartphone
1947. Tortoiseshell picks
app that reads out the audio spectra of
have a reputation—likely mythological beambient noise, to compare the sounds
cause few people today actually have used
them—of imparting a tone of unsurpassed both nylon and polyacetal picks made on
a guitar string. The higher frequencies
beauty.
The synthetic replacement for these are were more pronounced with the polyacetal
picks, seeming to support this Newscriptcellulose-based picks, made to look like
ster’s long-held contention.
genuine tortoiseshell. Some are cellulose
acetate. But guitar maker Fender advertises its picks as “classic celluloid,” implying
Alex Tullo wrote this week’s column.
they’re made of cellulose nitrate, the same
Please send comments and suggestions to
flammable stuff that was the basis for
newscripts@acs.org.
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